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Young Wild West and the Vigilantes
-OR-

THINNING OUT A HARD CROWD
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.
THE TTIAIN ROBBERY AND WIIAT HAPPE. ED AFTER IT.

"Shell out your money an' valuables, ladies an' gentlemen!
I wish you'd move pretty lively, as we haven't much time.
That's it! Thank you! thank you! I like to see people take
things in a matter-of-fact way. That's it! Thank you!"
A train on the Union Pacific road had been held up by a
band of masked men just a. mile or two east of a little station
called Wild Horse in the State of Colorado.
It happened quite a few years ago, when it was not as safe
to travel through the West as it now is.
The train was what was called the Denver Local, and on
this particular night there were very few passengers aboard.
But there was a large consignment of gold bricks in the
express car, which had been shipped on the local on purpose
to fool any ambitious train robbers who might be waiting
for some rich booty to come along on an express train.
No one knew just how it was that the train had been held
up. The first they knew that anything was wrong was a loud
report from the direction of the express car.
Then the train had come to a sudden stop and each car was
entered by a masked man.
In the car that calls our particular attention .there were but
a dozen passengers.
It was a vestibuled car, luxuriously fitted up, and those
occupying it were unquestionably of the wealthy class.
It was just about time for the porter to arrange· the sleeping
berths when the door opened and a masked man with a rather
pleasing voice entered in lieu of the porter and spoke the
words at the commencement of this chapter.
He held a big Colt's revolver in his hand as he walked
t11rough the car, and as the astonished and terrified passengers
handed over their money and valuables he thanked them as
politely as a dancing master could have done it.
·'Thank you very kindly!" he said, as an elderly gentleman
reluctantly handed over a gold repeating watch. "This seems
to be a very valuable timepiece, and I shall wear it for your
sake, sir."
.. Oh, papa! " cried a handsome ~·oung girl of perhaps fifteen,
who sat cowering in the seat with the old gentleman. "That
watch is the last thing mother gave you before she died. He
surely cannot be heartless enough to take it."
The last sentence was spoken in an agonized tone, and the
polite train robber gave a start as he g-lanced at the pale but
beautiful face of the girl.
"Keep your timepiece!" he said, handing the watch bacl{ to
the surprised man. ·' But just sh ell out what mone y you have
got, an· be double-quick a boul it! That"s il'. Thank you!

Young lady, I shan't bother you; you may keep what you have.
Your face reminds me of a picture I once saw of an angel. I
cou,ldn't have the heart to rob you, though I'll bet you you
will come in for more than a million when the old gent pegs
out. I've got a little sentiment in me, miss. Your face has
brought it out to-night, when I ought to be anything but sentimental. I shall endeavor to meet you again under more
pleasing circumstances. Good-night, all!"
He had reached the end of the car now, and with a bow of
mock politeness he went out.
For about half a minute a deep silence reigned.
Then the old g-entleman broke out with:
"The idea of one man going through a car like that and
robbing us all! If I were a younger man, like some in this
car are, and if I had possessed a pistol, like I know some right
here do possess, I would never have let the audacious rascal
take any money out of the car."
This was a sharp shot at four young men attired in tourist
suits who were sitting not far distant, their faces the picture
of blank dismay.
There were three other gentlemen in the car and the rest
of the passengers were ladies.
"I hardly think it would have been advisable to resist,·• one
of the three ventured to remark. "These train robbers are
generally desperate fellows, and if a shot had been fired we
might have all been killed to pay for it. I am very well satisfied as it is."
"But you lost everything of value that you had, didn·t
you?" Inquired the old gentleman.
"Oh, no! I always carry the bulk of my money in a belt
around my waist. As the fellow failed to search us, I have
it safe and sound."
Then all hands got to comparing notes as to what they had
lost, and while the conversation was at its height the conductor entered the car.
"It is too bad, ladies and gentlemen," he said. "We have
been completely cleaned out. It was one of the most darin~
train robberies I ever heard of! Five men did the whole thing,
and they were on the train all the time.·•
"What was the loud report we heard?" asked the young
lady, whose face had made such an impression on the masked
robber, speaking in a trembling voice.
"They blew up the express car ."
"Was any one killed?"
"Yes, the mernenger was killed by the explosion ...
"And did the robbers take anything from the car?"
"About nineteen thousand dollars' worth of gold.·•
"And did the robbers go through the rest of the cars the
same as they did here?''
"Yes, they did not miss a passenger."
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"What made the train stop?" asked the young lady, who
seemed to want to know the whole case thoroughly.
"One of the scoundrels crept upon the tender and reached
the cab of the locomotive. Then at the point of a revolver he
made the engineer and fireman do as he wanted them to. It
was all done systematically, and we can thank our stars that
no more of us got killed."
"Humph!" sneered the girl's father. "It is mighty queer
,that five men shouJd do all this. What was the matter with
' you and the rest of the train hands?"
"I have been in hold-ups before, sir," answered the conductor. "I consider the easiest way is the best. We had no idea
that this train would be held up. It is very seldom that a local
,is bothered. The robbers generally take a through train to
' work on, as there is apt to be more booty aboard."
"Humph! We were fools, Laura, for bothering with the way
train. It is your fault. You wanted to stop at every little
place that had a couple of shanties in it. Now look at us!
We've lost over three hundred dollars."
"That isn't so much, papa," was the retort. "Look what
'some of the others have lost."
The old gentleman relapsed in silence and remained that
way till the porter came in to arrange the berths.
Then he got up and sent for the condnctor.
"I want to be puit off at the next station," he said. "I am
not going to ride any farther on this road."
"All right, sir," was the reply. "There is a station about
two miles from here; you can get off at that if you desire.
But I advise you to stay on and go through to Denver."
"I never take any one's ad vice, sir. I al ways do as I please.
We will leave the train at the stop you mentioned. What is
the name of that station?"
"Wild Horse."
"Humph! Any hotels there?"
"One, I believe."
"That will do, then. We will get off at Wild Horse. We'll
take the next train that comes along into Denver."
"I thought you said you were not going to ride any farther
on this road?" observed the conductor, who felt that he needed
a little touching up.
"I never said so! " snapped the old man. "I meant I would
ride no farther with such a set of train hands as they have
here. The idea of five men blowing up the express car and
then robbing all the passengers without so much as a single
shot being fired at them! "
The conductor said no more.
He left the train and found that a number of passengers
from the other cars had alighted and were assisting the trainmen at righting the express car so the train could proceed.
It bad certainly been a daring robbery, and the fact that
the robbers had been on the train showed that they must have
arranged with some of their gang to meet them at that particular point with horses to carry off the plunder and themselves to make their escltpe.
It took more than an hour to get things in shape to move,
and then the train started and soon pulled into Wild Horse.
True to his word, tile old gentleman and his daughter got
off.
They only had a couple of hand-satchels with them, as their
baggage had gone to Denver on the through express.
The train had scarcely left the train when the old man
realized that he had allowed his temper to place them in a
very uncomfortable position.
It was dark on the narrow platform of the station, and this,
added to the fact that there were fully a dozen rough-looking
men there, who had hastened from the grocery store and
bar-room across the way to learn what the train had stopped
for, made the old fellow feel ratlrer uncomfortable,
The girl was frightened, too, and she clung tremblingly to
his arm.
"We should have stayed on the train, papa," she said with a
sob.
"No, we shouldn't!" he answered. "I'll show the railroaq
company something before I am through with them. Why,
it isn't safe to ride on the trains!"
"But it would have been much better on the train than here,
papa."
"Nonsense! We will go over to that hotel and get nice,
comfortable rooms for the night, and then to-morrow we will
go on to Denver. When we get there, look what you will be
able to tell your aunt and cousins! A train robbery, and then
a night in a shanty hotel in a little border town. I thought
you liked adventure, Laura."
"I do, but I don't like the looks and actions of these men.
See how sharp they are watching us."

A big cowboy, who was pretty well under the influence of
liquor, heard this, and he at once took it up.
"Ha, ha, ha!" he laughed boisterously, "Here's a gal tenderfoot what's afraid of us fellers, boys! I wonder bow she'd
like to be kissed by a real Westerner? Ha, ha, ha!"
At this a scream of terror came from the lips of the frightened girl, and then it was that the old man wished from the
very bottom of his heart that he was safe on the train with
her.
But it was too late now.
• "Gentlemen," said he, in a voice that showed he was getting as frightened as the girl was, "I wish you would let us
pass. We want to get over to that hotel."
"Ha, ha, ha!" roared the cowboy who had first spoken.
"Boys, they want to git across ther road to ther hotel. Watch
me walk over there linked arms with ther gal. Come, miss!
I ain't goin' to hurt yer. 1'
"Help! help! Won't somebody help me?" she called out.
"I will!" came the quick reply from the street, and the next
instant"the lithe form of a handsome boy sprang upon the platform.
Spat!
A clenched fist stru,ck the big cowboy between the eyes and
he reeled back, releasing his hold on the arm of the young
lady.
"Now, then , clear the platform-quick! or lead will begin
to fly!" came from the lips of the young fellow who had come
to the rescue.
As he stood there in the dim light of the one smoky oil lamp
that swung from the corner of the station, the boy made a.
picture that one would not be apt to forget.
Of medium build and perfect form, handsome of features
and a wealth of chestnut hair hanging over his shoulders, he
was certainly a typical Western boy.
He was attired in a neat-fitting suit of buckskin that was
trimmed with red silk fringe, and in either hand he held a.
revolver.
It was wonderful to see how quickly the crowd made way.
They fell back like a lot of frightened sheep.
The girl had been on the verge of fainting, but when the
handsome young fellow dashed upon the scene she had recovered by a great effort and she now took the arm he offered
her.
The blow the cowboy received dazed him somewhat, and for
the space of two or three seconds he leaned against the side of
the station.
But when he saw the rest of the gang clear the way for the
boy be whipped out his revolver.
"You've got to die fur hittin' me, you young whelp!" he
cried. "You've--"
Crack!
As the report rang, out the big man dropped his shooter and
uttered a cry of pain.
The boy had shot him through the wrist, just in time, too,
to prevent him firing at him!
"Don't try that again-don't any of you try it!" the boy
cried in a ringing tone. "The first man who does will drop
dead in his tracks! I mean what I say, just as sure as my
name is Young Wild West!"
"Whoopee!" came from a tall man with a dark beard, as
he came running across the street. "That's ther way to talk
to 'em, Wild. Jest let me take a hand in ther game, won't
you?"
Behind him came a boy about the same size and age of the
handsome young fellow who called himself Young Wild West.
The two were the partners and inseparable companions of
the girl's champion, and when the shot rang out they missed
him and came out of the hotel to see what was up.
Young Wild West, Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart are too
well known to need any farther description.
The prince of the saddle and handsome young deadshot, as
Young Wild West was called, had put up at the hotel in Wild
Horse for the uight, they being on a trip to a silver mine they
owned in the central part of the State.
"I guess there won't be any farther trouble, Charlie," said
Wild, as the scout and Jim Dart reached the platform. "This
fellow here," and he pointed to the wounded cowboy, "has
enough of it, I guess. He was insulting the young lady, and I
could not help but to interfere. I never went back on a cry
for help in my life, and I never will t "
"Nobly spoken, my boy!" exclaimed the old gentleman, who
seemed to have come to his senses now. "Just conduct us to
the hotel, now, and you shall be rewarded for wh~t you have
c!C\Ile."
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"Don't speak of reward, sir. That is something I ne~er look
for. Come on, now, and we will soon have you comfortably
located."
Five minutes later the father and daughter were safely in
the hotel and Young Wild West and Ms partners were listening to the story of their experiences in the past two hours.
They gave their names as William F. Lake and dau-ghter
Laura, on their way from New York to Denver.

CHAPTER II.
'!'HE JERSEY QU.AR'l.'ETTE.

Young Wild West and his two partners, Cheyenne Charlie
and Jim Dart, conversed for an heur or more with the Lakes.
They found the old gentleman to be a rather fussy fellow,
impetuous at times, but honest, good-hearted and whole-souled
withal.
Wild was very much interested in the story of the train
robbery.
,
Laura Lake told it so graphically, not missing a single detail
of it, that it wou ld have been a rather queer person who would
not be in terested .
"The gentlemanly fellow was quite kind to let your father
have his watch back after he had taken it from him," the
prince of the saddle said to the girl.
"Yes, and for that very reason I shou.ld hate to see him
punished if he shoul.d be caught," she replied. "The conductor
said he would surely be caught, as well ·as the 1·est of them."
"The railroad ofilcials will make an extra effort to catch
the robbers, of course. But it may be some time befor.:) they
do. About how old do you suppose this man was?"
"I could not say exactly. Not an old man, though, I am
qu.ite sure."
"You could not tell whether he was old or not, Laura,"
spoke up her father. "His face was covered by a mask. He
might have been older than I am, for all you know."
'"fhat is so, papa, but -I hardly think so. His voice and his
every action was that of a young man. See how complimentary he was to me, too."
The girl had entirely recovered from her fright by this time,
and she was now thinking of the romantic siJe of it.
Young Wild West smiled.
'' She ·woul d be a poor witness to convict the fellow," he
th:mght. "It is strange how women like to be flattered, even
ii it comes from train robbers. Well, her face is rather attractive. l suppose, but there is only one face that could possibly attract me, and that belongs to the best little girl on
earth-Arietta Murdock."
When Wild got to thinl,ing of his pretty sweetheart he lost
all interest in the convers_ation, and it being bed-time, anyhow,
he . made an excuse for departing and then bade the Lakes
goo,H1ight.
"It would be a good idea to take the trail of the train robbers and see what we could do with them, wouldn't it, Wild?"
Jim Dart asked, as they were going to turn in for the night.
"Well, yes, we might get a little excitement out of it. We
have plenty of time on our hands, too, as we are here a couple
of days ahead of the time we figured on getting this far."
"l'd jest Eke to run afoul of them fellers," spolte up Cheyenae Charlie. '· I'd like to meet ther one what give ther old
gent hir- watch back. I'll lay a tenner agin a silver half-dollar
that he's ther leader of ther gang."
" T'hat is my opinion,'' Wild said.
The hotel that was at Wild Horse in those days was quite
a commodious shanty.
'rl~e few rooms it contained were large and furnished plainly,
but in a comfortable manner, and the guests passed a pretty
fair night a[ter the train robbery.
Young vVild West arose pretty early the following morning.
It had been raining the latter half of the night, but the
weather was clearing as he went out for a walk around the
town.
It was not much of a place. so it did not take him long to
look the few shanties and the blacksmith shop over.
As he came back to the hotel he saw four horsemen coming
up the street.
One look at them told him they were tenderfeet and they
were wet to the skin.
A smi.le broke over his face as he noticed their forlorn appea.ranee, and when they halted in front of the hostelry he
wished them a cheery good-morning.
~
They return eJ the salute politely, and as Wild was the only
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one there, one of them asked if they could get breakfast at the
hotel.
'
"f think you can," our hero answered. "You appear as
though you have met a little hard luck."
"We have," was the reply. "We camped in a elry watercourse last night, and about two o'cloclc this morning a dam,
or something like it, gave way and we were flooded. It happened so quickly that we lost everything we had but our
weapons and horses. The current was a terrible strong one,
you see, when it got to going, and there was nothing for us to
do but to seek other quarters. As we could not find any place,
suitable, we rode all night and, as luck would have it, we struck '
the railroad track about two hours ago, and we followed it till
we struck this town."
"Quite an experience," said Wild. "I suppose you are in
Colorado on a pleasure trip."
"Yes, we are all the way from the State of New Jersey. My
name is Charlie Jones, and these fellows are my chums, Jerry
Vanderhoof, Ben Earl and Eddie Shackleton. At home they
call us the Jersey Quartette, because we hang toge.ther so."
'·Well, it is a good thing to hang together, boys. That shows
true friendship. I hope you will have better luck than you
have had. But you are in a pretty wild sort of a country, and
you will have to qe on the lookout for grizzly bea.rs, outlaws
and Indians."
"Those are the very things we'tl like to meet," spoke up the
boy .,named Ben Earl.
"You would sail right in to put them ou.t of business, I suppose?"
"We might make them get a hustle on themselves. We are
all good shots, you know."
Just then the clerk of the hotel came out.
,
Wild asked him if the Jersey Quartette could be accommodated and, r ecei'l'ing a reply in the affirmative, he started to
hunt up his breakfast in another part of the ' house.
But just then Charlie Jones called .him back.
"Excuse me, sir," said the young fellow politely, "but would
you mind telling us your name?"
"Not in the least. I am Young Wild West."
Expressions of eagerness and delight instantly flashed upon
the faces of the four.
Evidently they had heard of the young deadshot.
They dismounted in a jiffy and, running up to him, insisted
on shaking him by the hand.
"You are the very one of all Westerners that we wanted to
meet before we got back,'~ declared Jerry Vanderhoof.
"We have read about you," sald Eddie Shackleton.
"And we all admire you," added Ben Earl.
"'l.'he pleasure of meeting such a distinguished hero of the
Wild West knocks out all the unpleasantness we were forced
to endure last night," Charlie Jones assured him.
Wild was just a trifle embarrassed.
Here were four boys of about his own age, who were so
earnest in their remarks concerning his greatness that they
awoke some of the sentiment he possessed.
"Don't go to flattering me," he said. "I am only just au
ordinary boy of the West. True, I have yet to learn what fear
is, but I guess I am not the only one that way."
The four young fellows were delighted beyond measure.
Half an hour later, when they all sat down at the big table
in the dining-room to breakfast, they took pains to get as near
as possible to Wild.
Lake and his daughter were at the same table, as well as
two or three more guests and the landlord and his wife.
During the meal the story of the train robbery was retold,
and the quartette from the State of New Jersey listened
eagerly.
"Are you going to try to find the robbers, Mr. West?" they
asked our hero after the meal was through with.
"I don't know," was the ueply. "I thought I might go down
and look at the place where the train was stopped last night."
"Could you find their trail, after the heavy rain we had last
night?"
"That depends upon how much pains they took to hide it."
"Will you let us ride over to the place with you?" asked
Charlie Jones.
•
"I am sure that I have not the least objections to your
going there with us."
"Thank you!"
"Oh, that is all right. Don't mention' it."
Wild and his partners went out to have a look at the:;
horses.
They owned three of the best that could be found in thu
·whole 'Nest.
Our hero was fond of the handso1"1e sorrel stallion he callad
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Spitfire, because he had broken the animal himself, and also
that there had never a steed come forward that could catch
h im in a race, for fun or for fair.
The mounts of Ch.arlie and Jim were a black anµ an iron
gray.
They were very fine beasts, but not quite up to the sorrel.
The three had scarcely reached the stable where the horses
were when they heard loud bursts of laughter coming from
the bar of the hotel.
Then two shots rang out in quick succession and more
laughter ..
. "I guess we had better see what is going on," said Wild.
"Some one having fun with the tenderfeet, I'll wager!"
"That's erbout ther size of it," retorted Cheyenne Charlie.
"They're too nice a lot of youngsters to be treated bad, an' I
reckon I'll make it interestin' for. ther measly coyote what
bothers 'em."
·
They hastened into the place from the back way.
Just as they reached the door that opened into the bar another shot rang out.
"What is the trouble, gentlemen?" asked our hero, as he
darted into the room.
One of the first men his eyes rested upon was the big cowboy
he had struck the night before for insulting Laura Lake.
The man had half a dozen of- h·i s own kind at his back, and
they were making it interesting for the four young fellows
from New Jersey.
They had been bantering them and shooting at the floor near
their feet, but the shot that had been fired just as Wild came
in had put a hole through the hat of Charlie Jones.
In spite of the fact that they had boasted they were
good shots, the Jersey Quartette made no move to even draw
their revolvers.
The fact of the matter was that they were pretty badly
frightened at the way the cowboys were going on.
As Wild asked what the trouble was the big rasca.! turned
to him with a scowl.
"You'd better make yourself scarce, sonny!" be exclaimed.

CHAPTER III.
THE ROBBER CHIEF MEETS YOUNG WILD WEST.

When the conductor said there were but five of the robbers
he spoke the truth.
They had boarded the train as the engine stopped to take in
water ten miles east of Wild Horse.
They got on the tail end of the train and clambered upon
the roof of the car without the trainhands knowing a thing
about it, which seemed rather strange, since they were supposed to be on the platforms of the cars while the train was
at a standstill.
But it just happened that the brakeman did not come out
on the end of the train, but went forward to talk with a mate
instead.
It was probably lucky for him that he did so, for the robbers were desperate villains, and they were not going to let
the life of a man come between them and the bricks of gold
they were after.
'rhe chief, or captain, of the robbers was the fellow who
had spoken in such a flattering and peculiar way to pretty
Laura Lake, and who had so graciously given her father back
his watch because it was the last gift of his wife.
This individual went by the name of Dash Sparkler, and
he was a comparatively young man, not having reached the
age of thirty.
He was one of the extremely reckless sort and was always
willing to take almost any kind oJ a risk.
He had not been plying his trade very long, though he
certainly proved to be an adept at lifting other people's
prope.rty, and as he was cool and had excellent judgment, he
had no difficulty in governing the men he had under him.
Of course the robbery had been planned.
The villains had got hold of it that the railroad officials
were going to ship the gold on the local, and they had made
their plans accordingly.
Two men with a mule team and the horses belonging to the
five had been waiting in the thin growth of timber less than
two hundred yards from where the train was brought to a stop.
That made it very easy for them to get away with their
plunder, seeing that they had no opposition from the trainllands.
'I'he swag was quickly loaded into the wagon, and then they

left the train standing on the track with the wrecked express
car hindering it from starting, and set out for the well-beaten
trail that led south to a prosperous little town twenty miles
distant.
Of course, the mule wagon was bound to leave a trail till it
reached the well-beaten roa,d; but Dash Sparkler cared nothing
for that.
He did not mean to go to the to.wn the · road l~d to anyhow.
He h ad a snug retreat ten miles to the west, and all he
wanted was to reach a broad stream so he could hide his trail,
and he would remove the gold from the wagon and send tlle
rig on to the town, which was named Mushroom Bar, because
it had really sprung up like a mushroom and was built on
what miners term a bar, which is a vein running across a lode.
Silver was the metal that yielded mostly, and there ,vas
considerable machinery there for the purpose of getting the
precious metal out of the ground and putting it in shape for
th e market.
There was also a banking concern there, which bought the
product as fast as the earth yielded it to the miners.
But Dash Sparkler was wise enough not to take the stolen
gold to this place, as that would be one of the first places the
railroad company Would send an agent, perhaps.
The men did not remove their masks until they were at
least two miles from the railroad track.
They were now on t he regular road to Mushroom Bar, and
the mules were put through as fast as they could be made to
go.
"Boys," said the captain, as he rode along on a handsome
jet-black horse, "we made a pretty good haul to-night. The
money and things we got from ther passengers amounts to
three or four thousand dollars, I s'pose. An' them gold bars!
Well, I r eckon we fooled ther railroad people pretty good,
didn't we?" •
·
"You bet .we did, cap!" cried the man who had taken care of
the engineer and fireman.
"It was easy enou.gh, too, wasn't il ?" remarked the fellow
who had blown up the express car with a can of nitre-glycerine.
'·I didn't mean to kill ther express agent, but I s'pose it had
to be done to git at ther booty."
The stream of water they were loo king for was soon reached,
and then the work of changing the bars of gold to the backs
of the five horses was soon done, as they had leather sacks in
the wagon just for the purpose.
When everything was in readiness Dash Sparkler turned to
the two men in the wagon and said:
"Now, drive over to ther place where you left ther barrels
of flour an' load up. Take it easy ther rest of ther way to ther
Bar, an' if an~' one comes along an' asks you any question s
you know how to answer them."
"You bet we do!" came the answer, and then the mules
went off on a trot, while the five horsemen toolc to the stream
and allowed the animals to walk slowly up its course.
They followed the watercourse for fully half an hou,r, and
then, when it became so narrow that it was no longer practicable to ride there, they left it and headed toward a dense
growth of timber due west.
It was pretty high ground where they were, though they
were several miles east of the main range of the Rockies.
They rode swiftly along for the next half hour-or as fast
as they could well travel with the loads they carried-and
then the timber, which was of pines and oaks, was reached.
Into a sort of gully the captain led them, and then, after
making two sharp turns, a broad-mouthed cave was reached.
"Here we are, boys! " he cried. "Dismount, now, and then
we will take things easy. We must keep ther swag here for a
few days, as to try and dispose of it right a way would be sure
to let them know something that they should not ."
The leather sacks were carried inside the cave and then the
men hobbled the horses on the grassy bank of a running
stream.
It was a rather warm night in the spring of the year, so the
robbers did not make a fire.
Nor did they keep any watch.
They were so confident that they would not be followed
that even the captain did not think it necessary.
But when Dash Sparkler crept to the back of the cave,
where his couch was located, instead of turning in, he lighted
a small bull's-eye lantern.
None of the men questioned his act, but they looked at him
in surprise.
The robber captain, however, paid not the least attention
to them.
He placed the lantern on a flat rock near his couch and
then pulled out a small square tin box from a nook close by.
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The four men looked at him curiously for a minute, and with the four strangers and that the boy with the flowing hair
then, being tired out, they rolled over to get some sleep, evi- had interfered.
So he simply dropped back against the wall, where several
dently satisfied that it was none of their business what their
spectators were eagerly watching what was taking place, and
:roung leader was doing.
Sparkler opened the box and disclosed to view a number of said nothing.
papers, trinkets and odds and ends.
"You said I had better make myself scare," Wild remarked,
He went right to the bottom of it, however, and took out a fixing his eyes on the big fellow, who had his right arm in a
it.
photograph, which he held so the light could shine upon
sling and grasped a big shooter with his left. "You ought to
It was the face of a gentle-looking woman of twenty-five, know me better than to think that I will do as you, say. I
and as the robber looked at it the tears began to trickle <lown crippled one of your hands last night; now, if you want the
his cheeks.
other one fixed in the same way, just say the word!"
··r was told years ago that this was the picture of my The co,Yboy hesitated.
Wild spoke in such a calm and easy way that he knew not
mother," he muttered under his breath. "That is the reason
I have always kept it. This is the first time I have looked at what to make of it.
He had been Jrinking that morning to get his courage up,
it in years, and I would not have thought of it to-night if it
had not been for the girl I met when I was robbing the pas- and then gel his reYenge upon the boy who had shot him in
engers in the Pullman car. 1 wonder how it was that the the wrLt; but somehow when he faced him his courage refused
face of the girl made me think of this picture and my mother? to remain up.
But it did, anyhow, and when she spoke of her mother having
Relucantly he lowered his weapon.
given the old gentleman the watch I took from him, I could
"Put your shooter in your belt!" Wild commanded.
not help handing it back to him. Queer things happen someThe man did so.
times, but I must say that the queerest thing I remember of
"Now," and the young prince of the saddle cast a swift
happened to me to-nigl1t. Anyhow, I never felt the way I did glance at every one in the room, "are there any more here
before. 'l'hat face! By Jove! I must meet that girl again if I who want to have fun with the tenderfoots? If so, just say
have to ride clean to Denver to do it. I want to ask her name, so, and then l'll have some fun with you!"
if nothing more. Here I am an outcast from society, because
The faces or the four yotmg fellows from Jersey now wore
I was brought up to live at the expense of other people. I smiles of satisfaction.
don't know who my parents were, nor do I know that I ever
It is quite likely that if a fight had started just then they
had a brother or , ister. I am an outlaw, n train robber, a would have given a good account of themselves.
thief, and 1 glory in it!"
'·Quit your quarrelin', boys, an' let's have a drink-every.
Tlie man's dark eyes flashed and he sprang to his feet and body!"
It was Dash Sparkler who said this, and then Young Wild
thrust out his chest as though he was defying some one who
West took a good look at him for the first time.
llad been trying to reclaim him.
The robber chief returned his gaze with interest and stepped
The four men, who had not fallen asleep yet, looked at him
calmly up to the bar.
in wonder.
'·What's ther matter, cap?" one of them ventured to ask,
"What'll you have?" he said, adc:ressing Wild.
thinking he surely had gone crazy.
"A cigar!" was the reply.
"Nothing," was the quick reply. "I have been dreaming
"Better take a little red-eye."
while l was awake, that's all."
''No, I never touch it."
"Never touch whisky! Why, you don't mean that, young
With that he carefully placed the photograph back in the
feller, do you?"
tin llox aud placed it in the niche.
"Yes, I mean it," was the quiet rejoinder.
Then he made ready for his couch, and iu a few minutes
naught llut the snoring of the meu broke the stillness of the
night.
In spite of his mind having been greatly troubled, Dash
CHAP'l'ER IV.
Sparkler slept well.
He was up at six in the morning, and as the rest of the robWILD IS PUZZLED SO;\!EWHAT.
bers were still sleeping, he aroused them, using a string of
oaths in his vocabulary to help matters along as he did so.
"By Jove!" exclaimed the robber captain, twisting his dark
.. I want some breakfast," he said rather surlily. "I want to
mustache and showing real surprise. "It don't seem possible
be oi.1', for I have some business on hand this morning."
that you don't drink whisky, young fellow. You are either
·'Where are you goin', cap?" one of the men asked, as he just ther cut of a reckless, all-around plainsman, or else you
washed hirnsel[ in a big tin pail of fresh water from the brook. are trying to make yourself look like something that you
"Goin' alone?''
ain't."
··Yes, I guess one is enough to go. You fellows can divide
"Well, in either case, I don't drink spirituous liquors, so if
Your time between takin' things easy a.n' shootin' some game you want to treat me I will take a cigar, as I said before."
~, hile I'm gone."
"Certainly! Take what you want. I would not insist on
H All right, ca:p ."
yon taking what you didn't want, I'll guarantee you that."
The men soon had a pretty fair sort of trea"kfast ready, and
The drinks and cigars were put out and Sparkler paid for
then all hands sat dO\vn to eat.
them with some of the money he had stolen from the passenAs soon as he had finished the robber chief got his horse gers on the train the night before.
ready and, mounting, rode off in the direction of Wild Horse.
It was the first time he had ever showed himself in the
He took a different route from that taken when they came little town, and his rather dashing appearance attracted the
over the night before.
attention of the cowboys and loungers almost as much as
lt was more of a direct one, too, and that made the distance Young Wild West had when he first showed up there.
a trifle less than ten miles.
Wild and Jim Dart both took cigars and Cheyenne Charlie
Dasb Sparkler was certainly a handsome and dashing-look- took a drink from the black bottle that the rest <:!Tank out of.
ing young man.
"Say!" exciaimed the wounded cowboy, when he had swalHe wore an outfit that was half tourist, half hunting, and lowed his drink. "They tell me that your name is Young Wild
the velvet cap on his head set off his face to good advantage.
West, an' that you're a regular hustler. But there's plenty of
Anv one to iook at that face would hardly think it belonged fellers what could give you cards an' Spades at any sort of a
•
to a ·hardened criminal.
game. You ought to come over to ll'Iushroom Bar an' try your
funny business.''
But such was the case, nevertheless.
The robber made the distance in less than an hour, and as
"Is that so?" and Wild puffed calmly away at his cigar.
he pulled up in front of the hotel he heard the sounds of a "You must have a hard crowd over there, then."
great. commotion inside the barroom.
"I reckon we have," was the reply_.
He was used to that kind of business and, throwing the
"Is it a very hard crowd?"
bridle rein over his horse's head, he dismounted and walked
"I reckon there's none tougher in ther Centennial State."
calmly inside.
"Do you belong to it?"
'l'he big cowboy looked just a trifle uneasy as he aclrnowllt was just a second before that the big cowboy had told
edged that he did.
Young Wild West he had better make himself scare.
Young Wild West smiled.
Dash Sparkler took in the situation at a glance.
lie realized that the cowboys had been having some fun. "We)!,·· he remarked, '·if you are a sample of the hard crowd
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that hangs ou,t over in Mushroom Bar, it must be a rather
peculiar hard crowd."
"See here! I don't want to quarrel with you, but I'll admit
that I ain't got no love fur ye, after you went an' shot me in
ther wrist. But look here! If you think it ain't a hard crowd
that runs things in Mushroom Bar, why, you jest come over
there an' cross 'em, that's all!"
"I'll guarantee that if I did go to Mushroom Bar and found
a bard crowd there I would start in to thin it out," replied
Wild.
"You'd better go over there, then," spoke one of the friends
of the big fellow.
"How far is it from here?"
"About twenty miles."
"All right. My pards and myself will take a ride over there
after dinner, and we'll fetch the four tenderfoots with us if they
want to go."
"We want to go, all right!" cried Charlie Jones.
"Good! We will let it go at that, then."
"How about me?" asked Dash Sparkler, looking at our
hero. "Can I go, too?"
"Certainly. I am sure I won't try to stop you so long as
you behave yourself."
T11e robber chief was pretty quick-tempered.
He thought the boy's remark was intended for an insult.
And though it was not meant for an insult, Wild did not
care how he took it.
The talk of the cowboys had nettled him a little, and he was
not particular what he said to any one just then.
"You spoke as though you thought I might not behave myself-what did you mean by that?" said Sparkler, looking
Wild squarely in the eyes.
"I can't say as I meant anything more than the words
would imply," was the quick retort. "You could take it for a
joke if you had the mind to."
"But I never take anything like that for a joke."
"You don't, eh?"
'"No, sir!"
"Well, I am sorry that the remark offended you. But since
you are taking it up, allow me to tell you that it strikes me
you are a man who does not always behave him13elf. If that
was not the case you would have paid no attention to the
remark I made. The shoe evidently fits you, so you can wear
it!"
The face of the robber chief turned pale.
But it was not from fear; it was anger that caused it.
His hand seized his revolver and he had jerked it from the
holster when-" Drop that! "
Young Wild West had been altogether too quick for him and
had him covered.
Dash Sparkler turned, all colors when he saw the cold
·muzzle staring at him and heard the boy's command to drop
his shooter.
But he realized the truth of the verse, "He who hesitates
is lost!"
Thud!
His revolver fell upon the floor, emitting a sound that was
mocking to his ears.
"You have the best of it," he said in a voice that was little
above a whisper.
"I always make it a point to get the best of a game of this
.
kind," replied Wild with a smile.
"I heard some one say a minute or two ago that. you were
You,ng Wild West?"
'"Yes, that's correct." .
"I have heard of you before, but I wouldn't beiieve you were.
·
only a. boy."
"Well, I may be only a boy, but you found that I was man
enough for you, I guess. I don't know who you are, and I
don't want to know. All I want to tell you is that you had
better let me alone. If you don't you will die before you know
what struck you!"
'· Ycu talk like a man with a lot of nerve."
"Do I? Well, never mind about that. We are going to
take a ride over to Mushroom Bar, and you can go along if you
behave yourself."
The robber captain was almost boiling with rage and chagrin.
He bit .his lip till the blood came, but managed to take his
lmmiEation and defeat gracefully.
"All right," he said. "I will ride over to Mushroom Bar
11·i1.ll ~.ou this afternoon."
·'We arc going to t.ry and find the trail of the train robbers
firnt, though. Perhaps you would be of some help to us in
coin;; it."

Just why Wild said this he hardly knew.
He had taken a strong dislike to the man, and that accounted for it, probably.
But when he saw that the fellow's face flushed at the remark
he concluded that he might have hit the mark, after all.
"You are bound to cast insinuations at me, it see:ins," the
villain answered, controlling himself by a great effort.
"I can't help it, I suppose. You will have to look over what
I say after this." ·
"Suppose some one were to say such things to you?"
"I shouldn't mind it in the least."
"I don't know about that."
"Don't argue the question any further, please. Come, boys!
We will mount and take a ride down to the track where the
train was stopped last night."
He looked at the four he had become acquainted with that
morning as he spoke, and they left the room in a jiffy, showing how delighted they were to have the privilege of getting
his sorrel horse ready to mount.
And Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart were right behind him.
The Jersey Quartette were rather slow in getting ready, so
our friends waited for them,
But presently they rode around from the back of the hotel,
lt>oking much better than they had -w hen Wild had first seen·
them.
They had been over to the supply .store and purchased something in the -way of coats and trousers and a few other things
to take the place of those they had lost the night before.
"We are all ready!" called out Charlie Jones, waving his
rifle in the air.
"Good!" cried our hero. "Better late than never."
·when they all started off, Dash Sparkler came out of the
hotel and, leaping into the saddle, galloped after them.
Wild saw him coming, and made up his mind that he needed
watching.
But the train robber was not the only one who wanted to
1
accompany them, it seemed.
The cowboy with the wounded wrist and his companions
came riding after them a couple of minutes later.
"Boys," said Wild, "we must be on the loolrnut for trouble.
Those fellows are up to some sort of mischief, if I am not
mistaken."
"All right," retorted young Jones. "We'll keep our eyes
open, and the minute· you start the ball rolling we will begin
to shoot."
"That's rlght!" exclaimed his three chums in a breath.
"You fellers want to be mighty careful how you shoot,''
spoke up Cheyenne Charlie. "You want to be sure that your
guns are aimed away from our crowd when you pull ther
triggers."
"Don't worry about that," answered Jones. "We may be
pretty green, but we do know how to shoot."
"All right. I wouldn't be surprised if you got ther chance
to show what you kin do before we git far."
The four young fellows looked at each other when they heard
this.
But they did not appear to be much frightened.
They watched every move that Young Wild'West made and
many were the glances of admiration they shot at him. Wild led
the way along the railroad track till he came in sight of some
of Jt!/~\c.eial~~dthae ::A~ed express car.
"Never mind dismounting," he told them. "I guess we can
find the trail without that. It rained pretty hard during the
night, but footprints are plentiful around here, just the same.
The ground is clayey, an<i it generally takes more than one
rain to wipe out evidences of a trail in that kind of ground."
Pieces of the car were scattered all about, and while they
were looking at them Dash Sparkler and the cowboys came
dashing up.
Just then Wild happened to look the way they had come and
he saw a wagon approaching.
In it were three people, a man and two females.
It did not take him a second to make them out as the wife
of the landlord of the hotel and her two guests, the Lakes.
He said nothing to any one, as he did not think anything
strange of their appearance.
They probably wanted to see the place just out of curiosity.
"Have you found the trail of the train robbers?" Sparkler
called out, as he brought his horse to a halt near our friends.
"We haven't looked for it yet," Wild answered. "But I
guess we will have little trouble in finding it."
"Are you goin' to follow it if you do find it?"
"I don't know what we will ~o yet."
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The noise of the approaching wagon could now be heard and
all hands turned and looked at it.
"Here comes ther old gent an' his dau ghter, who was afraid
to go any farther on ther train last night after ther hold-up,"
remarked Cheyenne Charlie. "I reckon they want to see how
ther place looks in daylight afore they leave."
Dash Sparkler looked at the occupants of the wagon and
then gave a violent start, which was observed by our hero.
The robber chief recognized Lake and his daughter.
"Thunder!" he gasped under his breath. "I'm either in very
good luck, or very bad, I don't know which. There is that
girl with the angel face that reminded me of my mother last
night. I must try and speak to her before · she goes away from
here.·,
The wagon drove up and the landlord's wife, who was
handling the reins, brought it to a stop right close to the track.
Lau,r a Lake at once alighted, but her father chose to remain
in the wagon.
"I want to see just where the car was blown up," she said,
looking at Wild.
At this Sparkler dismounted.
"I guess it was over here, miss," he said, starting toward the
spot where the most of the debris lay.
She looked at him in surprise, and then, after a moment's
hesitation, followed him.
In her eagerness to see she threw aside all formalities.
Young Wild West sat still in the saddle watching the couple.
He tried to catch what was being said by them, but could
not.
But he ;ioticed one thing that puzzled him greatly, and that
was that they were soon conversing as though they had known
each other for a long time.
;.There is some sort of a mystery about that man," he
thought. "I can't understand him at all. And now here is the
girl who figured so strongly in the train robbery last night
talking to him as though he were a friend, when I feel certain
that she never saw his face before. I am getting real interested
in the pair of them now.·•

CHAPTER V.
THE SilEHIF]' ARRIVES.

Laura Lake remained talking so long to the dashing-looking
stranger that her father called her to come and get in the
.
wagon.
A few hasty words passed between the couple, and the girl
obediently walked over to the vehicle and got in.
"Let us · drive back,'' said the old gentleman. "There is
nothing here that I ,vant to see, anyhow."
The wife of the hotel-keeper took him at his word, and
the horse was immediately turned toward home.
Then Young Wild West turned his attention to the trail.
He crossed the track and allowed his horse to walk along
till he found otprints that sank deep into the clayey ground.
·• Here is tile trail! " he called out so everybody could hear
it. "Herc is where they were carrying the gold from the
wrecked e, press car. I can tell that by the deepness of the
footprints.··
"I wouldn't have thought of anything like that," said Ben
Earl, looking at the yo ung deadshot admiringly. "But when
~·on speak of it I can readily see that you are right."
"Well, come on, then. They did not carry such a load very
far, you knov,. ··
'· You don't think they left the gold anywhere around here,
do you?"' qneried Charlie Jones.
''Oh no' 'l'hey must have had horses waiting for them.
Come on' -:Ve will soon know just how they got away with it."
Wild rode along and soon came to the spot where the wagon
and horses had been waiting for the train robbers the night
before.
'·Ah! ., he exclaimed, as he dismounted. "A wagon carted
off the booty, I see. And," as he looked closely at the ground,
"it had mules hitched to it, too."
"How can you tell that?" Inquired Ben Earl.
"There is a slight difference between a mule's hoof and that
of a horse."
"Oh I I never thought of that."
"There were horses here, too. You can see the prints of
both.''
"That's so .. ,
Dash Sparkler and the cowbo~·s were taking in everything
that was boi~g said.

They seemed to be quite interested, too, especially the
former.
Just th en the toot of a locomotive was heai·d.
"There comes a special!" bawled one of the cowboys. "Now,
I guess ther train robbery will be investigated without ther
help of any of us fellers."
"Perhaps so, and perhaps not," retorted Jim Dart.
"Let us go over and meet the train," Wild said in a low
tone to his companions. "I have an idea that it would not be
much of a job to follow that trail and secure the plunder the
robbers took. We may as well tell the people on the train
what we have learned, anyhow."
"Sartinly ! " nodded Cheyenne Charlie. "An' if they want us
to give 'em a hand, I reckon we'd better do it."
"Yes, and go over to the town where the hard crowd is
located afterward," added Jim Dart.
"All right. I am willing," said Young Wild West, and then
he urged his horse back for the railroad track.
'l'he cowboys remained where they were, but Dash Sparkler,
started after our friends.
When Wild was about fifty yards from the cowboys a rifle
shot rang out and a bullet whistled through the air over his
head.
"I doi;ie that!" yelled one of the crowd, as he started to
gallop away. "I'll shoot a little straighter when you come
over to tackle our hard crowd in Mushroom Bar!"
"I don't believe you will!" and quick as a flash the young
deadshot swung his rifle to his shoulder and fired at the
fellow.
With a shout of pain the fellow dropped over his horse's
neck, but did not fall off.
"I just touched his right arm enough to keep him from
handling a shooter with it for a few weeks to come." Wilcl
said with a grim smile.
"You shot to kill him, didn't you?" asked Sparkler as he
came up.
"Oh, no! If I had he would have died," was the retort.
The robber loader looked as though he would have liked to
put a bullet into the fearless young hero, but he cu.rbed his
desires.
Wild saw the expression on his face and he began to lose
his temper.
He was just as satisfied in his own mind as though the man
had told him that he was simply waiting for a good chance
to drop him.
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart had been doing so from the
·
start.
And the Jersey Quartette, as they called themselves, were
keeping their eyes open.
They rode back to the railroad track just as an engine and
car came to a stop, the cowboys heading for the road to
Mushroom Bar as fast as they could go.
Evidently they were afraid that Young Wild West and his
crowd were going to start in pursuit of them.
As soon as the special train came to a stop several men got
off, among whom was the superintendent of that branch, a
couple of directors of the road and two detectives.
They had been a rather long time in getting there, but it
was the quickest It could be done.
They fussed about for several minutes and did lots of talking.
Then the two detectives began going over the ground carefully.
Like Wild, they came to the conclusion that the gold bars
had been carted away in a wagon.
But any one could have told that, as there were the plain
tracks made by the wheels.
After a while one of the directors came up to our friends.
"Do you people know anything about the train robbery last
night?" he asked.
"Nothing more than what we heard from two people who
were on the train at the time," answered Wild.
"T-wo people who were on the trajn at the time! Where
are t'hey, please?"
"Over at the hotel in Wild Horse."
"We must see them at once. They will no doubt be ablc> to
give us a clue," spoke u,p one of the detectives.
"There is your clue," remarked Wild, pointing to the trail.
"You don't need to interview the parties who were on the
train at all. They can give you no information that would lead
to the capture of the robbers. There were five masked men
who robbed the train, and the fact of there being wagon tracks1
here shows that they had the rig in waiting to carry off the
booty. If you want to catch the robbers you'll have to follow
\hat trail."
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The sheriff of the county and a posse were due to arrive on
"You seem to know a lot for a young fellow," retorted the
detective. "Perhaps you will show us how to follow the trail." it, and then they would start out to run the train robbers to
cover. .
"I might do that."
Wild and his companions started back for the town and the
"If any one i,n the whole West can follow a trail, Young
Wild West can!" exclaimed Charlie Jones, stepping forward. men boarded the train and backed toward the station. direcThe two detectives and the section superintendent and
"He is the greatest scout and Indian fighter the world has
tors were at the hotel when our friends got there.
·
ever produced."
The. engine and car had been run onto a siding to wait for
Then it was that the railroad men and the detectives showed
·
them till they got ready to go back.
some s11rprise.
·wud found Lake and his daughter sitting on the side stoop
"Young Wild West, did you say?" asked one of the detecof the hotel when they dismounted.
tives.
Laura Lake smiled pleasantly at them.
"That is just what I said, sir," r etorted Jones, proudly.
"We have decided to remain here a couple of days," she said
Now, it so happened that the men had all heard of Young
to Wild. "The air is so bracing here, and papa has become
Wild West.
He had been in Denver on several occasions, and they had interested in the hunt for the train robbers. This afternoon
we are going to take a ride over to Mushroom Bar and remain
read considerable of his exploits.
The fellow who had spoken rather sneeringly a few moments there till to-morrow morning."
"Oh!" answered the boy, as he thought of the conversation
before now stepped forward and put out his hand.
"Excuse me," 'he said. "I had no idea that you were Young she had with the stranger. "I hope you enjoy yourself,ofMiss
the
Wild West. Though I might have known il if I had stopped to Lake. There is lots of excitement around this part
think. You see, I have read about you, and should have known country always. If it is not one thing it is another."
Mr.
"Yes·, I like excitement and adventure. Do you know,
you by the description."
"I wish," observed Wild, "that they would stop putting me West, I am real glad that I was on the train that was held up
in the papers so muc'h. Every time I have the good fortune last night."
"I believe you must be getting crazy, Laura!" exclaimed
to do a good turn for somebody and have any sort of an adventure connected with it, some one gets hold of it and puts it in her father. "What makes _you talk like that?"
"I can't help it, papa; I am simply expressing my feelings.
the papers. Too much notoriety is no good, you know.!'
"Well, if you hadn't the reputation you have they wouldn't We were really in no danger, you know."
"No danger? No, I can't say that we were. But conput so much in the papers," answered the detective. "You
are said to be the champion rifle and revolver shot of the West, found the audacity of that fellow who went through our car,
and then I have heard it declared that your equal has never and confound the cowardice of the trainhands ! I can't get
been found in the saddle. Why wouldn't they put you in the over those things, and though it seems very romantic to you,
it simply makes me mad when I think of it."
papers?"
The girl laughed a silvery laugh, and Wild made up his mind
"We will let it drop at that," laughed our hero. "Anyhow,
I am ·bound to think that they exaggerate too much and give that there was no use in trying to study her.
Our friends took it easy the balance of the forenoon .
me a lot of credit for things I never thought of doing. Why,
They kept out of the bar-room and did not mix with the
not long since they had it in one of the dailies up in Denver
that I had killed four grizzlies and two renegade Indians in- rough element that hung out there.
The four young fellows were delighted at the prospect of
side of an hour. That wasn't true, for at the time specified in
the paper I was home in Weston playing checkers with Jim going over to Mushroom Bar with Young Wild West.
Wild had decided that they would accompany the sheriff
Dart."
There was a laugh all around at this, even Dash Sparkler and the detectives as far as the train continued in the direction
of the town where the "hard crowd" was said to be located.
.
joining in.
The landlord of the hotel had a big company to dinner that
The robber chief now proceeded to make himself friendly to
the railroad men, and began offering suggestions as to the best day.
But he had plenty of poultry in his yard, and his wife arway to catch the train robbers.
But Wild ignored the fellow entirely, and when he had in- ranged a fine meal for them.
The train came along with the sh,eriff and his deputies just
troduced every one in the party but him, one of the directors
as dinner was ready.
spoke of it.
There were a dozen of them, all told, and were ready for
"I don't know who that man is," said our hero. "To be
frank with you, I don't want to know very badly. I don't like business, all being armed to the teeth.
One of them happened to know our hero.
him, and I suppose that explains my actions.·,
"Hello, Young Wild West!" he called out. "Don't you reA loo!,: of surprise came from all hands and the robber's
member me? I met you over in B<mlder a few months ago."
face flushed, while his eyes blazed dangerously.
"Yes, I remember your face," Wild answered, shaking hands
He was losing his temper again.
with the man. "How are things in Boulder?"
With a very quick move he jerked out a shooter.
"Everything was all right when I left. You see, I've been
But before he could use it Wild sprang upon him and caught
located at Dutton, in this county, for a month or more. I'm
him by both wrists.
in charge of a sheep ranch about forty miles up ther railroad."
The powerful grip the boy had was reall y wonderful.
The man, who was a pretty fair sort of a fellow, proceeded
When he shut on the villain he squirmed like an eel.
The revolver dropped from his hand in short order, while he to introduce Wild to the rest of them.
-:early all of them had heard of the young deadshot, and
struggled vainly to get his hands free.
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CHAPTER VI.
am quite certain that none of us did."
TilE ORDER OF THE VIGILANTES.
demornin',"
this
till
one of us ever seen him
"Nope!
Wild and his party switched off from t he rest when they got
clared Cheyenne Charlie, ans wering for the r est of them.
After a little further talk it was decided that the detectives in the town.
Our hero did not want them to think that he was trying to
would wait at Wild Horse till the train came along that was.
get in with them.
due a few minutes after twelYe o'clock.
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The fact of the matter was that the detectives were a little
jealous of the boy.
They knew he was a wonder at running down criminals, and
they were afraid he would take the wind out of their sails, so
to speak.
Consequently they had urged the officials of the railroad not
to ask him and his friends to take part in the search.
The detectives told the sheriff of what they hacl done and
he promptly agreed with them.
'
"That's right," he said. "I ain't got nothin' agin Young
Wild West or his pards, but if there's any credit to be got out
of this thing, we're ther ones to git it. Outsiders needn't help
till after we make a failure of it."
There were three or four saloons in the place, but none of
them was what might be called a hotel.
Wild soon took note of this fact.
"I guess we had better pitch a camp somewhere and cook
our own grub while we stay here," he said. "There don't
seem to be much of a show to get accommodated with meals
around here."
'· A camp ·here for a while would just suit us, " spoke up Ben
Earl. "It is too bad that we lost our tent and cooking utensils."
"Never mind the tent," said Jim Dart. "If you _want to be
real Westerners you must learn to sleep under nothing but the
sky. Anyhow, I don't suppose we will be allowed to remain
here overnight; the Hard Crowd will run us out before that
time, most likely."
"You don't mean that," observed Eddie Shackleton.
"Maybe I don't, then."
"Of course he didn't," chimed in the others.
Wild was sitting still in the saddle, taking a. general view of
the hustling little town.
Pretty soon his eyes lighted on a spot that would suit them.
It was almost in the center of the place, right by a big pile
of broken rock that had been taken out of one of the mines
close by.
"I guess we will stop over there," he said. "There is a
stream of clear water there, and those rocks would serve as a
sort of breastwork if we should get in trouble."
•
They rode right over to the spot selected by the young
leader without stopping into any of the stores or saloons.
A couple of miners met them just as they were going to
turn into the vacant spot where the pile of stones were.
"Hello!" said Wild, halting before them. "Do you know
who owns this property?"
"I'm a stockholder in it," replied one of the men. "Why do
you ask, stranger?"
"I would like to have the privilege of camping on it for a
while."
·'Go ahead! You kin stay there as long as you want to. I'll
guarantee you that no one won't order you off, neither. If
they should try to, jest tell 'em that Jem Duff told you to
camp here."
.
'·1'hank you, Mr. Duff," retorted Wild, politely, "I don't
know just how long we will stay here, but a number of the
Hard Crowd that is supposed to be located here in town invited
us to come over and get our medicine, and there is no telling
but they might drive us out of town 'in short order."
The two miners became interested when they heard this.
They foll owed our friends to the spot they proposed to camp
on and wa · .cd for them to dismount.
·'So you come over to meet ther Hard Crowd?" one of them
queried, looking at, Young Wild West with admiring eyes.
"Yes. I crippled one of the members in Wild Horse last
night and another this morning. They say it is a very hard
crowd that they belong to, but if the rest of the gang is anything like they are, I guess they are a miscalled lot."
.
"We seen ther twp fellers you crippled. They come in an
hour afore dinner. rt seems to me that you've got no end of
ne,rve lo come over here jest because they invited you to come.
\Vh), lh er gang what calls themselves ther Hard Crowd will
wii.)e you out afore ten o'clock to~night' ,.
.. :-Jo, they won't!" answered Wild. "They can't do that, unless ernrybody in the place is in favor of them doing it."
" l reckon very few in ther town would want to see 'em do it,
young feller. This hard lot of citizens have ther head man of
ther town at ther back of 'em, an' that is why they have been
allowed to have their own way so long. If they was thinned
out a little Mushroom Bar would be a good deal better off."
'·Well, if they bother us, I'll guarantee that we'll thin them
out for you."
.. If you do yo u'll have ther thanks of all ther honest folks
here. But I'm afraid you can't do it; there's too many in ther
Hard Crowd."
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"Numbers don't count much; it is the way you go at a
thing."
"I like ther way you talk, young feller. What might yer
name be?"
'·Young Wild West."
"What!"
"That's right."
"An' you have come over' here to Mushroom Bar to thin out
the Hard Crowd?"
"If they start the ball to rolling we'll surely do it."
"Good enough! I've heard somewhat of you, my boy.
Hooray fur Young Wild West!"
Several other miners and idlers had walked up while the
conversation was going on and the majority of them took off
their hats and joined Jem Duff, the miner, in cheering, though
they hardly knew what it was about.
Wild was rather glad he had met the two men, for he was
certain that they were honest fellows.
And then they had received permission to pitch their camp
here, so that would keep them from getting into trouble 'on
that score.
The horses were picketed and then the four New Jersey
boys began building a fireplace of the pieces of stone.
Wild let the boys go ahead and get things into shape.
They seemed to like it, and he thought they might as well
do it as not.
They gafhered wood and cut it up in lengths to burn in the
fireplace they had built, and then gathered leaves and pine
needles to put under their rubber blankets to sleep upon.
Men kept gathering about the camp all the time this was
going on, and presently Wild noticed the big cowboy who had
his right hand in a sling among them.
"There is going to be trouble presently," he remarked to his
companions. "Just roll some of those pieces of rock in a pile
this side of the place you are going to build the fire."
Jem Duff and the other miner still lingered there, and when
they heard the boy's remarl, they concluded that it was about
time they got out of harm's way.
So they went out and mingled with the rapidly gathering
crowd.
When at least fifty men had gathered near them Wild thought
it was about time to say something to them.
"Gentlemen," he said, taking off his hat and bowing to
them, "I hope you don't take us for a lot of show people. rr
you do, you are mistaken. We are only a few strangers who
thought we would pay a visit to your hustling little town,
since we received an invitation to come over. It strikes me
as being rather impolite in you to gather around our camp in
this fashion and try to stare us out of countenance."
A roar of laughter went up at this, for there were very few
in the gathering that knew what politeness was.
But the next minute a tall, muscular-looking man, who possessed only one eye, stepped forward and walked over to them.
"Strangers," said he, "I'm Tom Wigg, an' I'm ther head of
ther vigilance committee that was organized here last night.
There's been a whole lot of robberies around here an' some
horses stole lately, an· we've come to ther conclusion that your
gang might be ther one as done it all. If you don't git out or
town inside of fifteen minutes we'll come to ther conclusion
that you are sure ther ones what done it, an' you' ll be tried
by Jedge Lynch an' hung to ther nearest trees!"
Young Wild West actually smiled at the man when he sait1
this.
"Are you one of the Hard Crowd?" he asked calmly.
"Never mind about ther Hard Crowd; I'm ther head of ther
vigilantes an' we've jest decided that you've got to vacate this
town."
"You have, eh?"
"Yes, that's what we have."
"Are you ready to die, Mr. 'l'om Wigg?"
"Ready ter die!" gasped the man, placing his hand on the
butt of his revolver.
"Just keep your fingers off that shooter, or you'll die before
you have a chance to get ready. Mr. Tom Wigg, I want to
tell you something. Call off your Hard Crowd! If you don't
we will begin to thin it out for you, and you will be the first
one to go!"
A deathly silence followed the words of Young Wild West.
"You defy our law an' order league, then?" the vigilante
managed to ask, as he looked at the muzzle of the shooter
Wild had leveled at him.
"We defy no law and order league," was the calm rejoinder.
"You know very well that we have committed no crime, and
rll bet there is no man here who will dare to step up and
.face me and say that we have!"
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At this a big, lumbering fellow came up with a big shooter
in either hand.
"I says that you are a horse-thief, you young--"
That was as far as he got, for Young Wild West let two shots
go at him so quickly that he was cut short.
One of the bullets grazed the forefinger of his right hand
and the other touched the elbow of his left arm.
His shooters dropped to the ground in a jiffy and 'he began
dancing about like a wild man.
"You lie, and you know it!" was all our hero said, and then
the fellow went back among the crowd as fast as he could run.
The face of Tom Wigg was now rather pale.
"I'll tell you what I'll do," said he.
"What will you do?"
"I will give you till to-morrow mornin' to get out of this
town ."
"Thank you! That will be quite long enough for us," and
then Wild broke into a laugh, which his companions joined
him in.
"If you ain't gone by that time you'll be lynched," added
the vigilante, as he marched back to the crowd.

CHAPTER VII.
THE VIGILANTES SCORE A POINT.

The crowd began to disperse as the leader of the vigilantes
walked away from Young Wild West, after telling hitn that he
had till the following morning to get out of town.
As it was not yet four in the afternoon, this would give the
visitors a chance to see what the town was like, anyhow.
The honest and law-abiding people of Mushroom Bar were
delighted at the way things had turned out, though they made
no open demonstration.
The fact of the matter was that the bad element ruled the
town, though they were much in the minority.
Young Wild West turned to his companions with a smile
as the crowd began to disperse.
"I guess it isn't such an awful hard crowd, after all," he
remarked.
The four tenderfoots were amazed at the coolness and daring
the boy had displayed, and they stood looking at him in silent
admiration.
"Ther measly coyotes have learned a thing or two, I
reckon," said Cheyenne Charlie. "Wild, you would have done
jest right if you had . let a streak of daylight through that
feller's carcass, instead of jest touchin' hand an' elbow up a
little bit."
"I touched him just where I wanted to," was the reply. "I
don't believe in killing a man unless it is really necessar y.
I suppose it will come to it before we get away from here,
though, as even if we were to leave now they would not be
content till they fired a few shots at us as we were leaving.
It may be that we will be able to handle these fellows without
dropping many of them, and I hope that is the case. Anyhow,
I would not leave this town now till I got good and ready if the
whole gang of them came at us in a bunch. They way I feel
now is that I would die fighting them."
"That is just the way I feel about it," declared Jim Dart.
"An' I reckon that's me, too," spoke up the -s cout.
"And you can count on us to stick to you," said Charlie
Jones. "We came with you and we will stick to you."
"'That sounds pretty good for a tenderfoot," laughed our
hero. "Boys, I guess you are made of the right kind of material."
The four boys now proceeded to arrange things so they would
))e sure to have a place to lie behind, no matter what side
they might be attacked from.
"I hardly think that is necessary, boys, but go ahead," said
Wild. "It won't do any hurt."
Just then Wild happened to look down the road.
Then he gave a nod.
A wagon was approaching in which were seated the wife of
the hotel proprietor in Wild Horse and Lake and his daughter.
On either side of them a horseman rode as a sort of guard,
it seemed.
"That girl is certainly looking for adventure," thought the
prin ce of the saddle. "I am just going to keep a watch on her
movements-that is, if the Hard Crowd lets me."
The wagon stopped at the most prominent hotel-which was
not saying a great deal, for prominence was something almost
unknown in the town of Mushroom Bar, unless it was confined to blustering talk and shooting-and the three alighted.

·wild noticed that Mr. Lake put on a very pompous air as he
conversed for a minute or two with the proprietor of the
place on the stoop.
Then he escorted the ladies inside, the horses were put away
and the two men who had acted as an escort went inside, presumably to "wet their whistles."
Our friends, now being left to themselves, took things easy.
When supper-time came they cooked a supper over the rude
furnace the four boys had built and enjoyed it as much as
though there had not been the least trouble since their arrival.
When the meal was over Wild proposed that they go over
to the hotel and get some cigars.
"I don't suppose it will do for us all to go," he said. "Two
should remain here to look after our horses, for the vigilantes,
or Hard Crowd, whichever they might be called, might put up
some sort of a job on us."
"I'll stay and take care of the camp," Jim said.
"And I will stay with you," spoke up Charlie Jones.
"All right, then . Come on, the rest of you."
Cheyenne Charlie and the three boys promptly followed him
toward the hotel the Lakes had gone to.
The boys were not afraid, so long as they were with Young
Wild West.
The five walked leisurely up to the place and entered the bar
just as though there were no such thing as a bad man within
a hundred miles of them.
Meanwhile, we must turn our attention to Jim Dart and
Charlie Jones.
Jim knew perfectly well that staying at the camp was fully
as dangerous as it was to go over to the hotel.
He was certain that their movements were being watched
by the vigilantes, and that made him keep his eyes open.
Jones, however, thought there would be no further trouble
till the next morning, when they would either be compelled to
leave the town or fight it out with the vigilance committee.
"Let's play a game of dominoes," he suggested, as it began
to grow dark. "I've got a set in my saddle-bags."
"I guess we had better not," Jim answered.
"Why?" questioned the young fellow in surprise.
"I am afraid we might receive a call before long."
"From the vigilantes?"
"Yes."
"What makes you think that? They gave us till to-morrow
morning, didn't they?"
"Yes, but those fellows are not honest men. I don't believe
there is an honest man in the bunch. They are simply a Jot
of villains, and some of them are dead against us now. You
can depend on it that some one will be here before long."
Jones showed signs of uneasiness.
"You want to take things very coolly if they do show up,"
Jim went on to say. "I don't suppose Wild and the rest will
stay a great while. It is more than likely that they will get in
a row over there, too. But Wild believes in showing up among
his enemies. It is his coolness that takes the starch out of
them. · If the vigilantes or any of the Hard Crowd pick a row
with him, he and Charlie will make them hustle, I can tell
you!"
"And if any of them come here to interfere with us?"
"We have got to mak'e them hustle. See here, JoneE1, if it
comes to a game of shooting, you want to he very careful and
have your man covered before you pull a trigger. Don't get
excited and shoot just for the sake of making a noise. That
won't pay."
"All right," answered the boy from the State of New Jersey.
"I'll do just as you say."
At the end of an hour it was very dark, as the clouds had
settled close to the earth, obscuring the moon and stars.
Now and then a man or two would pass along the street that
was but a hundred feet distant from the camp, but no one
offered to come to them.
The horses were tied the full length of their lariats near by,
so they could get around and nibble the short grass that was
there in abundance.
Jim and Jones were keeping a good watch, the former more
particularly, though,he did not seem to be for all that.
But his experience on the mountains and plains of the great
Wild ,W est had taught him how to be on the watch when he
did not seem to be.
Jones liked to talk, and he was telling Dart all about himself and how his father had been left a fortune by a relative,
and how he bad given him five thousand dollars to take his
three chums on a trip thrbugh the West.
He had just got to an interesting point in his talk when the
quick ears of . Jim detected a noise in the direction of the
horses that told that something was wrong there.
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"You stay right here," he whispered to his companion, "and
keep a watch in the direction of the street over there. There
ls something wrong with the horses, and I am going to see
what the trouble ls."
'!'his was said in a low whisper, and Jones nodded and
gripped his rifle, which he had in his hands, tightly.
Dai:t put his knowledge of woodcraft into use now nd began
creepmg slowly toward the horses.
As soon as he was lost to view in the darkness beyond the
radius of light that the fire threw out Jones heard a footfall
'
in just the opposite direction.
He quickly stood erect and got his rifle in position to level
it at the intruder.
But no one came.
After a!l interval of a second he heard a whizzing sound, and
tl~e next mstant something tightened about his body, pinioning
his arms to his sides.
Then there came a quick jerk and he was pulled off his feet.
Hey, Jim! Help! Ow-wow!" he cried.
That was all he could get out, for just at that moment a
hand clutched him by the throat and the cold muzzle of a revolver was pressed against his temple.
"Say another word an' you'll die!" hissed a voice. "I mean
business, I do! You stole my horse, an' you an' your gang
has got ter swing fur it! "
Poor Charlie Jones!
It is more than probable that he wished himself safely home
in the little Jersey village just then.
He tried hard to make himself believe that it was all a horrible dream, but there was no mistaking the ring of cold steel
that was pressing against the side of his head.
"Don't shoot me!" he gasped. "You have made a big mistake. I didn't steal your horse. I haven't been away from
camp since we got here."
"Of course you'll lie out of it. But ain't I been follerin'
you? Ain't four of us been follerin' you an' ther other skunk?
You sent ther rest of your gang away to ther gin-mill over
there, so's to throw us off ther track. Then, as soon as it gits
good an' dark, ther pair of yer go an' sneak four of ther best
horses. Why, you've got ther critters right here with your
own horses! We seen you take 'em there!"
.Tones was going to say something to cbntradict this but
'
just then two sharp reports rang out close at hand.
, There was a shriek of mortal agony, then came the sounds
of a scuffle, and the next minute two men came into the light
made by the fire, dragging the helpless form of Jim Dart
with them.
"Oh! Oh!" groaned the boy from Jersey. "What are these
men trying to do, Mr. Dart?"
"They have put up a job so they can hang us," was the reply
in a rather cool tone. "But don't be alarmed, Jones. We are
not dead yet."
"But yer soon will be!" exclaimed one of the villains. "You
jest shot one of ther vigilance committee, an' I reclmn that's
enough to hang yer, let alone ther stealin' of ther horses.
We've had a little meetln' since Tom Wigg was here to talk
to yer, an' we've come i:o ther conclusion that you are jest ther
ones to make an example of."
"You are making the biggest mistake of your life!" declared
Jim; not losing his nerve a particle. "I caught three of you
In the act of tying some horses among ours. I shot one of
them, and if it had been light enough for me to see I'd have
sent the other two down. You fellows have sealed your awn
doom by doing what you have to-night. I'll guarantee that
what is left of you will be glad to get out of this town before
many hours. Just wait till Young Wild West starts in on you!"
The boy's words must have had a little effect upon the villains, for they remained silent for several seconds.
Then one of them blurted out:
"You kin talk that way as much as you are a mind to but I
reckon our vigilantes runs this here town. We mak~ ther
laws, an' we carry 'em out. You two fellers have got ter be
hung for steal!n' four horses an' killin' a man to-night! "
The three ruffians then proceeded to bind the arms of the
boys so they could not possibly use them.
Then, with their pistols at their 'heads, they marched them
over t the saloon that looked to be the dirtiest of those
that were located there.
But they did not take them into the place by the front way.
They were careful to get around to the rear of the place
without letting those who were idling in front of the saloon
See them.
"You had better let us go," said Jim, when he saw that they
were going to take them inside the place.
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"You shet up!" retorted one of the men. "If you onen your
mouth agin I'll let a bullet go through your head!"
Dart thought it wise to keep still.
When they got inside the house they were forced to ascend
a rickety flight of stairs to a sort of loft-like room above.
"I guess they'll be safe enough here till we git ther rest of
'em," observed the man who had just spoken to Jim.
"I reckon so," replied one of his companions.
Then a door was shut and locked and the boys were left fn
the darkness.
CHAPTER VIII.
RATHER MIXED.

Dash Sparkler did not accompany the cowboys to Mushroom
Bar.
He did not even try to overtake them, as our friends supposed he would, but headed straight for his rendezvous as soon
as he was out of sight of those at the ailroad track.
The brief conversation the villain had had with pretty Laura.
Lake had been a peculiar one.
He had asked her name, and then told her that he had a
photograph at home that he would like to show her.
Whether it was the romantic part of it, or whether the girl
was drawn to him by some strange undercurrent, it is hard to
tell.
But Sparli!er wanted to show her the picture as badly as she
wanted to see it, after he had told her he had been informed
that it was the photograph of his mother, whom he never
remembered of seeing.
She agreed to coax her father to remaln a day or so longer
in that section and try and arrange it to ride over to Mushroom Bar that afternoon, where he would meet her.
The leader of the train robbers rode pretty fast and reached
his headquarters in due time.
He had a double purpose in going to Mushroom Bar now.
He wanted to keep his appointment with Laura Lake and he
wanted to be revenged upon Young Wild West.
"Boys," said he, when he reached the cave and found the
men taking it easy, "I guess we will all take a ride over to the
Bar this afternoon."
"What!" cried one of them in surprise. "All go over there,
did you say?"
"Yes! Why not? We are entirely unknown around here, are
we not? We can pose as strangers in search of work in the
silver mines, can't we? Pshaw! There is not the least danger
of us being taken for the train robbers."
"T'he cap'n is right," spoke up another of them. "Let's go
over there, by all means!"
"Go! Of course we will. I have said so, haven't I?"
"That's right, cap!"
"Good enough! "
"Captain Dash Sparkler knows his business!"
•
"Ther cap'n ls all right."
These were some of the cries that went up from the men.
The handsome leader of the gang smiled.
He was satisfied that his men would do almost anything for
him, and he felt proud ot them.
In his absence a couple of the villains had shot quite a
supply of game, and though they had a rather late dinner, as
they chose to call the noonday meal, it was a good one.
, When it was over the captain lighted his pipe and then fell
into a meditative mood.
After a while he got up and went to the box where he kept
the things he wanted to preserve.
He took the photograph from the box and carefully placed it
in his pocket.
Then he told the men that they had better get ready to
ride over to Mushroom Bar with him.
"I expect to have a little trouble over there with a boy called
Young Wild West," he satd. "I owe him a bullet and I want
to try and give it to him when the proper time c~mes. ·•
"Young Wild West, did you say, cap?" asked one of the men.
"Yes."
"I met him once down in Tucson. He's a feller what's not
to be fooled with."
"I am aware of that."
"He kin whip a shooter under a feller's nose quicker th2n
greased lightning."
"I know that, too."
"He didn't do it on you, did he, cap?"
"Something like it,"
'"Then no wonder you want to git. a r.hot itt 11;m_ I:o ycu
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know one thing, cap? If Young Wild West took a notion to
hunt us down he'd come putt:\' near doin' it!"
"I don·t know about that. I don't think there is a man living
who can find the gold bars we took from the express car last
night without one of us told him where to look."
·"I guess you're right."
"Two detectives and the sheriff of the county with a lot of
deputies will be hunting around for us, and the chances are
t hat we w!ll run across them over in Mushroom Bar. There
will be a lively time over there before to-morrow morning,
you can bet. There are a lot of cowboys who are after ther
blood of Young Wild West, and I have an idea that it will be
the liveliest time the Bar ever saw when things get to movin'."
The men were not long in getting their horses ready.
Then, leaving the stolen gold and a big pile of valuables
they had taken from the passengers, besides those that had
accumulated fro:n the various hold-ups they had engaged in,
'they set out for the mining town.
They got there about the middle of the afternoon, but did
not enter the town by the road that led from Wild Horse to it.
They made a little circle when within a mile of the place and
t hen rode in on a trail that led from the south.
"Now, remember, boys, we are prospectors, who have been in
h ar d luck and are on our way to Denver," said the captain, as
'he led them toward the meanest-looking saloon the place
boasted of.
"All right!" was the unanimous retort. "We'll remember.
You do ther talkln'."
The plac·e was called the "Broken Antler," and had a buck's
head over the bar with one of the antlers broken off.
As the men had plenty of money, they soon made lots of
friends among the hangers-on.
Sparkler told them a story how they had been through the
wildest part of the mountains and had been unable to spend a
cent in two weeks, because they had not run across a place
where they was anything to sell.
,
He had not been there long, when who should come in but
the big cowboy who had his arm in a sling from the effects of
the bullet from Young Wild West's revolver the night before!
As his story might be conflicting, Dash Sparkler at once
made it appe1:1r that he had come ahead of his friends and
that he had struck Wild Horse and become acquainted with the
cowboys, and then, learning there was a town nearer to where
his men were camped, he had set out to bring them there.
This addition to his story set things straight, alld then he
treated the crowd.
The wounded cowboy, who was about as bitter against Young
Wild West as a man could be, had seen enough of Sparkler to
become convinced that he was a villain like himself.
Consequently ·he introduced him to several of the vigilantes,
among whom was Tom Wigg, the head of the organization
and the recognized leader of the Hard Crowd.
It was Sparkler who put the job up to force our friends to
leave the town, though he did not show himself.
That fai'Hng, he suggested that they take the horses to their
camp after dark, and then accuse them of being horse-thieves·
and prove that they were by the fact that they had the animals
in their possession.
Sparkler wanted to get things right before. he made himself
conspicuous before Young Wild West.
He kept well under cover at the Broken Antler, taking note
of the fact when Laura Lake and her father drove up to the
other hotel.
He knew that our friends would certainly see the arrivals
from their camp, and as he did not want to show himself to
them just then, he waited till darkness set in before going
over to interview the girl and show her the photo.
When he saw Young Wild West and four of his friends leave
camp and stroll over to the hotel , h e thought it was time he
got there.
He wanted to show the picture to the girl in the worst way,
and he thought Wild might interfere· in his doing so.
"r can't get that girl's face out of my memory, and I must
show her the picture.- There is just a faint resemblance, I
think, and it may be that she has seen the origtnal of the
photo."
·
Leaving his companions and friends enjoying themselves in
the bar of the Broken Antler, Sparkler went out by the ·back
way and headed for the rear of the hotel the visitors had gone
to.
Luck was with the robber captain, it seemed, for he was
walking over a path through a bit of shrubbery about a hundred
yards from the hotel, when he came face to face with the object
of his thoughts.

"Good-afternoon, Miss Lake," he said, tipping his hat in a
manner of politeness.
"Good-afternoon, Mr. Sparkler," answered the girl, her eyes
brightening and her cheeks flushing. "I am glad you came.
I was longing to meet you and see the photo you promised to
show me."
"Well, I have it here in my pocket. I want you to tell me if
it looks anything like you."
,
S'he gazed upon him curiously as he brought the photo from
his pocket.
Just as he was about to hand it to her a heavy hand fell upon
his arm.
"Go into the ) house, Laura!" exclaimed the voice of her
father. "I have tolerated just enough of this. I will not have
you meeting strangers in this manner."
The girl uttered a scream, and in the excitement of the
moment Sparkler dropped the photo on the ground.
Lake immediately flew into a rage and pulled a revolver from
his hip pocket.
Then in an angry tone he ordered the robber captain to get
out of his sight.
Just then another person appeared on the scene.
It was Young Wild West!
He had heard the girl's cry and the angry voice of her father,
and, thinking "they· n~eded assistance, he sprang forward, followed by Cheyenne Charlie and the -three Jersey boys and
several men, who had also heard the noise.
The instant Dash Sparkler saw Young Wild West he turned
and fled through the bushes.
Wild was about to give pursuit when Laura Lake stopped
him.
"No, no!" she cried imploringly. "He has done nothing.
Do not harm him."
"All right, miss. I am sorry r made a mistage," replied our
hero. ''But I thought you were in distress.·•
"No, r was not in distress. I was--"
She did not finish the sentence, for her father dragged her
forcibly from the spot just then.
Wild was going to walk back to the front of the hotel when
his eyes suddenly lighted on the photo the robber captain had
dropped in his excitement.
The boy picked it up and thrust it in the pocket of his hunting coat without looking at it.
It had been dropped by either the girl or the villain, he felt
sure.
It was not until half an hour later that he got a chance to
loolc at what he had picked up.
W·hen he saw that it was the photo of a woman he was more
surprised than ever.
After a little thinking he decided to give it to Laura Lake.
He found her in the room that was dubbed the parlor of the
hotel.
She was sitting by the wife of the landlord of the hotel in
Wild Horse and appeared to be rather downhearted over something.
With a bow, Wild walked over to her and handed her the
picture.
•
The moment the girl's eyes re ted upon the photo she uttered
a scream and pressed it to her lips.
"My mother!" she cried. ·'Where did the handsome
stranger get it? He--he said it was the pic tu re of his mother,
when· it is my own mother's photo. How-how can this be?"
Just then her father came running in and she fell fainting in
his arms.
Wild quickly told Lake how he had found the picture where
the couple had been standing, and then left the room.
"I cannot understand it," he muttered. "If that picture is
of her mother and the stranger's also, they must be brother
and sister. Well, I don't suppose It is any of my business, so
I will let it drop. So long as the fellow does not bother me, I'll
let him alone."
"What's all ther trouble with ther wimmen folks, Wild?"
Cheyenne Charlie asked, as he approached, followed by the
three boys:
"Oh! there's some trouble between the girl and her father,
I guess. r think they will soon settle it, though."
It now being dark, the bar-room was filling up with th~ usual
company that held forth there nights.
Our friends were treated with the utmost respect by the
men, so they began to think that the Hard Crowd was going
to let up on them.
But a little later Wild began to think differentl y.
He noticed considerable whispering among the men, and
presently several of them went out.
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Those who are not in sympathy with the Hard Crowd that
runs this town under the guise of a vigilance committee will
please get out of the bar-room. We are coming out there, and
there will surely be a few men dropped!"
'l'HE VIGILANTES GET THE WORST OF IT.
Hasty footsteps could be heard making for the front door
"Somethin' is goin' to happen putty soon,., Cheyenne Charlie and a crash told that some one had jumped through a window,
observed to Wild, as he nodded over to a corner, where two sash and all.
"Come, boys! We must keep them going!" cried Wild, and
rough-looking fellows were talking in whispers.
"I wouldn't ue s urprised," answered Wild. "Keep your then he sprang over the bodies on the floor and landed in the
other room in a jiffy.
shooters ready."
Crack!
"We've got ours ready," spoke up Ben Earl, who had been
One of the vigilantes fired at him and the bullet grazed his
taking a few drinks of some wine that the proprietor declared
right ear.
was the best to be obtained in the West.
Crack!
Vanderhoof and Shackleton had also been imbibing the stuff,
I was Young Wild West who fired this time and the fellow
and it was the opinion of Young Wild West that the three or
them were just about reckless enough to shoot at the least dropped.
Then there was a scramble for the door.
provocation.
The rascally members of the Hard Crowd became demoral'·You fellows need not touch a shooter till both Charlie and
I have fired," he said. "It may be that these people will not ized when they saw the dashing young ·deadshot dealing out
bother us, but if that is the case I will be disappointed some- death every time he pressed the trigger of his shooter.
Bang! Bang!
what. When I am invited to come over to a town by the
Some one fired a shotgun through the window and put out
roagh element and then get ordered out of it after I do come,
I feel like staying in it more than ever. I am going to stay the two lights that hung over the bar.
Young Wild West did not know whether it was a friend or
here and thin out the Hard Crowd. The vigilantes can do as
foe that did this, but he realized that it gave them an excellent
they like, but they won't fool me."
"Let's play a friendly game of cards before we go back to chance to get outside without making targets of themselves.
"Come on, boys!" he said, loud enough for Charlie and the
camp?"' suggested Earl.
Jem Duff, the miner wilo bad given them the privilege or three boys to bear.
Out they went through the door.
camping where they had located, then spoke up.
Just then half a dozen shots were fired and Ben Earl felt a
"We can have a six-handed game of freeze-out for an hour,"
sting In his left arm.
he remarked.
"I'm hit!" he exclaimed, speaking bravely. "But it is only
·' All right," answered Wild. "I am in for anything that
in the arm."
comes along to-ni ght. Come on in the back room."
"We will charge that crowd!" cried Wild, and then be darted
They found a vacant table and the game was soon started.
The boys from Jersey !mew quite a lot about the cards, but forw anl on a run, firing as he went.
The vigilantes beat a hasty retreat.
as it was for just enough stakes to make it interesting, Wild
They ceased firing altogether and sought safety in the
only smiled.
"You fellows act like old gamblers," he said. "You want to Broken Antler saloon.
A number of the better element of the town followed our
be mighty careful how you play cards in this part of the
country. Some innocent fellow will come along so:tpe time friends.
It seemed that they had just awakened to the way things
and drop in the game and clean you out."
"I don 't know about that!., declared Eddie Shackleton. "I were being carried on by the Hard Crowd which had organguess what a Jerseyman don' t know about draw poker isn't ized itself into a vigilance committee.
·'Gentlemen," said Young Wild West. as he halted and faced
worth knowing. ''
"That's your opinion," laughed Cheyenne Charlie. "But the men, "the thinning out of the Hard Crowd has begun. I
don't back it too strong. If you do you will wish you hadn't." don't ask the assistance of any of you to complete the job, but
The six played the game for some little time. and just as I would like to know whether ye;.: approve of the work we
our friends were thinking of quitting and going back to their have started in."
"Yes! Yes!" came from a number of the men in a roar,
camp there was considerable hubbub outside, and the next
while the major portion of the miners timidly assented by
instant a crowd of men came rushing into the place.
"Where are ther horse-thieves?" cried the voice of Tom nodding their heads.
They were afraid of the men who had ruled things their
Wigg. "Let's git at 'em, boys! We caught 'em red-handed!"
As half a dozen men surged into the back room Young Wild own way for so long, and they did not wish to incur their
displeasure. "If there are any horse-thieves here in town they
West sprang to his feet and drew his revolvers.
His companions followed his example instantly, the miner belong to the vigilantes," went on Wild. "We are only
called Jem Duff dropping to the floor and crawling out of the strangers here. but were invited over by a member of the Hard
Crowd to see just how bad they were. I don't think they are
way.
"Gentlemen,"· said Wilil, in his easy styie of talking, "if you as bad as they make out, and I was of tbat opinion from the
are looking for horse thieves in this room, I reckon you are start. I don't believe there is one among them who has got
pluck enough to face me with a r evolver in his hand. I hereby
mistaken.''
"See here," answered Tom Wigg, speaking a little nervously. challenge any one of them to step out and fight it out alone
"See here! We are ther men what makes ther law an' order with me! Gentlemen, if I don't make a hole through him I'll
in this here town, an' what we says always goes. Your gang give you the privilege of hanging me to the nearest tree . Wili
stole four valuable horses to-night, jest after dark, an' we some one kindly let Mr. Tom Wigg, the lead~r of the gang,
tracked 'em to your camp an' found one of your gang tyin' know what I say?"
All this was said with such coolness that the hearers were
'em among your own horses. You know what that means,
don't you? You kin put on all ther bluff that you're a mind to, staggered.
H ere was a mere boy tall;jng like that to the worst crowd
but us vigilantes know that you are a bad gang of horsethat had ever run things in a Western town!
thieves, an' you've got to swing, every one of you!"
They could scarcely believe their senses.
"So that is how it Is, is it?" retorted Wild, his lip curling
But he had backed up everything he had said so far, and
with scorn. "We have got to swing, have we? All right! Just
there was no doubt in the minds of the majority of them that
start in to make us swing!"
"Seize 'em, boys! There's no use in foolin' any longer!" be would do just as he said now.
One of the men in the crowd skulked along in the direction
roared the leader of the vigilantes.
of the saloon the gang made their headquarters at.
The men made a rush at Wild and his companions.
Young Wild West saw him going.
Crack! ·crack!
"That's right, my fine fellow!" he called out. "You tell
Crack! crack!
the vigilantes what I said. Hurry up, now, or I might send a
Crack-crack-crack!
Four of the foremost of the crowd that was surging through bullet after you!"
The man broke into a run at this, and some of the :,liuc:·:i
the doorway dropped to rise no more, and two or three others
began to jeer him.
fell back wounded.
Wild an d his fri ends waited for ten minutes, and tl!Jn. ~ce in,;
·'1\ie mean business'. gentlemen!" exclaimed Young Wild
West as calmly as though he was addressing a meeting. "If that no one came out to accept his challenge, the yoang ceadyou don't take back the charge that we are horse-thieves I, shot proposed that they go to their camp.
The campfire was still burning, though rather dimly, and as .
won't Jet up on you till there isn't one of you left in the town.'
CHAPTER IX.
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The vigilante was quickly untied, and he seemed mighty glad
when Wild told him to lead the way to the Broken Antler.
"I'll take yer right there!" he exclaimed. "An' I'll do my
level best to git your two friends set free."
"You heard t he order I just gave, didn't you?" queried the
boy.
"Yes."
"Well, it will stand your gang in hand to release the two
they have got in short order. And if they go to trying anything
in the line of treachery I will shoot, or some one else will.
That will mean the certain death of your three friends. "
The man shrugged his shoulders.
Evidently he believed it, and intended to do his level bes t to
save their lives.
Wild walked along leisurely.
H e acted as though he was in no hurry.
The vigilante was in a hurry.
But he was forced to walk no faster than our hero wanted
him to.
But as the distance was short, they soon r eached the place,
'an yhow.
Half a dozen men stood outside and the door was open.
The instant they recognized Young Wild West the y made a
move to go inside.
"Don't be afraid, gentlemen!" called out the boy. '·I don't
propose to do any shootin g unless I can h elp it. If there is
so much as one s hot fir ed here tllree of yot\r men down in our
cam p ·will have their heads blown off."
"That's right, boys, don't shoot, for gracious sakes!" exclai med Wild's prisoner . Inside the place wen t the boy, pushing his ma n in ahead of him.
It was probably a da ring thing for him to do, but he knew
not what fear was, and he was certain that he had the vigilantes pretty well cowed.
The 1:>ar was fi lled to overflowing, but instantly the crowa
drew back and allowed Young Wild West and his prisoner to
occupy t he center of the room.
Wild cast a swift glance around and found tha t Tom Wigg
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it.
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But our hero divined their intentions.
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" That's right, Tom!., spoke up the man Wild had his han,1
an y more. This H a rd Crowd has go t t o go!"
up on , earnestly. " You'd better let tl1er t wo boys go, a n ' let ·em
The three boys proven to be ver y ha nd y with a rope.
They had the weapons away from the four men and tied go right aw ay . Things a re desperate, I kin tell rer:"
,A deep hush had come over the cro wd when Wild began to
th em up in no time.
Then they were dragged behind a pile of stones n ear the speak .
Now it was broken by whisperings and talkin g in low t on es
campfire.
"I want you to tell me what has become of the two we left in various parts of the room .
But no one ma n offer ed t o lay his hand on a revolver.
here in the camp," said Wild, fixing his eyes on t he villain he
Young Wi ld West stood t here in Lhe cen ter or ab out Lh:i
thought was the most frighten ed.
worst-looking group of men to be found in Lhe wild 1Ves t, h is
·' They're over at the Broken An tl er , " was the r eply in
lef t hand on the shoulder of th e man he had brought ~:ere
nervous tone of voice.
and his r ight holdin g a shooter th at was pointed toward th::!
"Where is that? "
floor.
"The saloon that is nearest to here on the left."
His perfect for m was erect ind his whole bearing thH o~ a
"Have they been harmed?"
"No. Ther gang was savin' 'em, so's they could hang ther conque ring hero.
Tom Wigg was r ather slow in mak in g a repl y.
whole bunch of yer at onct."
"Ah! Have you any idea that they will hang any of us?"
But fin ally he blu r ted ou t:
'' All right, Youn g Wild '\Vest , we will do a s you say . You· rn
"It don't look that way jest now."
taken in a not her trick in tbcr game, I s'pose, but our turn is
"I rather think that way myself."
Young Wild West then decided upon a daring thing to do.
bound to come. ''
"Boys," said h e, "I am going over to the Broken Antler
"I've oft en heard such as you make that r cm11.rk. ·· r ct.or~ed
take
will
I
es.
Jon
saloon and demand the release of Jim and
Wild coolly. " Well , never min d a bout your tu rn; just set my
the
in
ed
fir
this fellow with me. If you hear a single shot
friend s free.··
saloon after I enter it, I want you to shoot these three dead.
" Will you let ther three you 've got go then ?"
Do you understand?"
"Certai uly."
Cha~l>
"I reckon we do," answ,l:)red Cheyenne
All right , th en. Boys, some of )O U g o up a11' fetch ·c'm

they neared the spot they saw four men leading a horse apiece
•
from the place.
"Halt!" cried Young Wild West sternly. "What are you
·
fellows doing here?"
"We are taking the stolen horses back," one of them answered.
"You are, eh?"
"Yes, ther fellers you left here sneaked out an' stole ther
nags while you was in ther hotel over there."
"You are sure of what you say?"
"Oh, yes! They was seen to do it ; they was caught in ther
wery act."
·'You lie!"
"Hold up your han ds, you m easly coyotes!"
Both our hero and Cheyenne Charlie had the four villains
covered in a jiffy.
Though the rascahlnad heard the shooting, they had not
been present when Wild and his companions drove the Hard
Crowd out of the hotel and forced them to take to t he cover of
the saloon.
1
These men had been deputized to go after the horses to furs.
friend
our
nish the evidence th at would hang
They had taken their time about doing it and had happened
there just in time to be caught.
While our hero and the scout held the scoundrels with their
hands over their heads, the three Jersey bo ys looked around
the camp for Jim Da rt and Charlie Jones.
When they found they were no wher e to be seen t hey were
s urprised and also worried.
" M r . Dart and Jones are not here, Mr. West," s aid Ben E a rl,
as he nursed the arm that had received a rather painful fl esh
woun d from the bullet that had been fire d by one of the vigila ntes.
"Not here!" echoed Wild. "Then these confounded villains
know what happened to them."
" H ere is a dead body!" exclaimed young Shackleton, as h e
almost stumbled over the man Jim had shot.
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It ·,•.-as a rar10.rkable scene, an cl res,,mbled a ~c-!~col ·uore
CHAPTER X.
'. h.:11 :.rnythin g else, with Wil d posing a!' the teacher.
Ee rtocd 'bNc> for pNhars flvr mirutes in ,i J,:;iv·e, a~d tll~n
A QU IET NIGHT.
suddenly Ji::u Da,t ard Cha:-li,>. .Tones c:rn:e 1•.a;'-i!l, o;,~ of tbe
0 ' course Young Wild West did not mean t hat the t llree were back r oom.
"Ilow are r~n , boy-z? .. b:_\ cucric(l ,v-:t!• a sn1'.ilc. "A!:!'t h urt ,
to be shot down while in a helpless condition .
He said it for the purpose of impressing it upon the min d o arc )on? ''
•·J\J'o!" cam e Li1c rep ly from J:Jtl.l i11 t h e sam e br ea t h a iruo ~t .
the fellow he was going to take with him to the saloon.
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"Well, come on, then, and we'll go back to camp. I guess we
have had enough excitement for one night, without these men
want some more of it," and he cast a searching glance about
the crowd.
No one took occasion to make a reply, so Wild backed to
the door, letting his hand drop from the shoulder of the fellow
he had brought there as he did so.
"Good-night, gentlemen!" exclaimed. "I will send your
three friends over to you immediately."
"Good-night, Young Wild West!" answered the man who had
been brought there a prisoner.
But he was the only one who condescended to make a reply.
"This is getting to be an interesting game, Jim," Wild observed, as they walked in the direction of their camp. "We
took in the first trick, the vigilantes got the secon<l, and now
we rake in the third."
"That's right," replied Jim. "It looks very much as though
the vigilantes and Hard Crowd are going to be euchred."
"You bet the~ will!" exclaimed young Jones, who was now
as enthusiastic as he had been at any time.
A few minutes before he had been lying in the little attic or
the shanty saloon in a very dejected state.
He really thought his time had come when the villains declared they were going to hang them.
But now it was all changed!
Charlie Jones felt as free as the air and fairly gloried in
the adventure that had befallen him.
What great things he would have to tell when he got back to
his home in New Jersey!
They soon reached the camp and found Cheyenne Charlie
and the other boys guarding the three prisoners and keeping a
sharp watch for the appearance o[ any more vigilantes.
Wild was forced to make known who they were before walking into the camp.
"I thought it was you, but I always make it a pint to be
sure," said Charlie. "I knowed they hadn't hurt yer, 'cause I
didn't hear a shot fired. These here measly coyotes was more
afraid to hear a shot than I was."
"I suppose they were," spoke up Ben Earl. "They were
aware of the fact that the shot would seal their doom. We
were all ready to put the finishing touch to them if we heard
the shot."
The boy winked at his companions, and then they declared
the same thing.
"Well, they got saved by a narrow margin," observed Wild.
"I am going to let you fellows go," and he turned to the three
captives. "I a,m going to let you go because I agreed to do so
with Tom Wigg, your leader. As they kept the weapons of
the two prisoners they had, we will keep yours. Now, go back
to your Hard Crowd, and if you feel like tackling us again,
come on!"
He cut their bonds with three swift strokes of his knife and,
without a murmur, the villains slunk off In the darkness.
"I have an idea that they will let us alone for a few hours,
now," Wild remarked. "They may wait till morning before
they try any more schemes. But they are not done yet, not by
a jugful!"
"I should think they would have enough of it by this time,"
said Ben Earl, as he proudly showed his wound to his three
chums. "At least five of them were shot to-night."
"Five! My! but just think of it!" exclaimed Jones. "The
folks won't believe us when we tell them that five men got
shot in one night out here in Colorado."
"Well, it does seem a little queer when you think of it, don't
it?" queried Eddie Shackleton.
"It's only five more wicked men got their just deserts," said
Jerry Vanderhoof. "Those fellows meant to kill us, but they
failed, and died themselves, that's all."
"That's ther way to look at it, my boy!" spoke up Cheyenne
Charlie.
The four horses the villains had been leading away were still
browsing around the camp.
As they did not concern our friends at all, they did not attempt to drive the animals away.
Wild arranged the watch for the night, and then those who
had the chance threw themselves on their blankets and went
to sleep.
Nothing disturbed them during the night, as our hero supposed would be the case.
When the sun arose in the morning Wild was the only one
who was not sleeping.
He had taken the last trick at watching, and as he had put
in seven hours, he felt like a fighting-cock as he stretched
himself and watched the sun as it came up like a ball of red
fire.
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"It is either going to be a warm day or there will be a storm
before many hours," he thought, as he took in the horizon _to
the east and south. "Well, I don't know as it makes any difference. If the vigilantes are going to put a finish to us they
will do it in any kind of weather, I suppose."
Wild was just thinking of waking Charlie and Jim when he
saw a man approaching the camp.
He was on foot and hurrying and dodging along as though
he was afraid of being seen.
It did not take the young deadshot two seconds to recognize him as the dashing young man who had made such a
favorable impression on Laura Lake.
It was Dash Sparkler, though our friends did not know him
by that name.
As soon as the man saw that Wild was looking at him he.
hurried still faster.
"Good-morning, Young Wild West, he said, as he halted
within fifty feet of the camp and stood close beside a tree, as
though he was ready to dodge behind it at an instant's notice.·
"How are you?" answered Wild, who did not like the fellow
one bit.
"Can I have a few words with you?"
"Go ahead!"
"Did you pick up a photograph after I ran away last night?"
"Yes."

"Will you give it to me?"
"I gave it to Miss Lake?"
"You gave it to her?" and the train robber appeared to be
much surprised.
"Yes, and she said it was a picture of her mother."
Dash Sparkler reeled as tliough he had been stricken by a
bullet.
"You-you are not joking when you say that, are you, Young
Wild West?" he gaspe<l.
"No, I am not joking."
"No wonder I felt drawn to that girl," the villain murmured, half to himself.
"There is something mysterious about this," observed Wild.
"What is there that is between you, anyway?"
"I cannot tell," answered Sparkler, with something like a
moan. "The picture you picked up was of my mother, so I
have always thought."
"And she says it is her mother's photo."
"Could she be mistaken?"
"She could be, but I hardly thin'k so. She ought to know the
likeness of her own mother when she sees it."
"Well, then, if the picture is a likeness of her mother, and
mine as well, then we must be--"
"Brother and sister."
"Oh! Can that' be true? I would give up the life I have
been leading if it were."
"Don't you know who you are?"
"No, I do not. I never knew my father and mother. I was
brought up here in the West by a band of bad men, and I
have been bad, too."
"I could tell that from the moment I first laid eyes on you."
Sparkler was very much agitated.
"Young Wild West," said he, "if you will try and ferret out
the mystery of my life, I will put you on the track of the
train robbers so that the stolen gold may be found. Is it a
bargain?"
"Yes!" said Wild, after a moment's thought. "I am just
interested enough in this to make that agreement with you."
Dash Sparkler turned and hurried from the spot.

CHAPTER XI.
THE LA.ST OF THE HA.RD CROWD.

'l'he vigilantes had not given up the idea of hanging Young
Wild West and his party by any means.
But they decided to wait till mor]ling and then see what they
could do.
If they Jound that they could not catch them and hang them
on the trumped-up charge they had made against them, they
meant to either shoot them or drive them out of the town.
"We'll lose ther respect of ther community if we let them
fellers git ther best of us," Tom Wigg told his men.
The villain had about thirty men under his command, and
there was not one of them but that had committed some sort
of a crime in his day.
They were a hard crowd, and no mistake.
A..nd they had things so much their own way that it hail lwf>n
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When everything was in readiness Tom Wigg lighted the
easy for them to do as they pleased while posing as, the law
fuse and sent it rolling down the little gully.
and order league of the town.
But let us see what our friends were doing about this time.
Since Young Wild West had come to pay them a visit they
They could not see what was going on in front of the Broken
had been thinned out somewhat, but there were still those
the big pile of broken rocks.
among them who thought it would be an easy matter to catch Antler saloon on account of headquarte
rs of the vigilantes, so
Wild knew that was the
~he dariJ?-g young fellow and hang him, if they only went at it
he quite naturally kept a lookout in that direction.
rn the nght way.
In order to do this he had to move over to the right about
And then, again, there were others who thought it would be
fifty yards.
a hopeless task.
But this could be done without being observed by any one
They had learned to fear Young Wild West and his partners,
from the street or road that went . through the center of the
and they could see nothing but defeat ahead.
But those who thought this way did not express themselves. town.
The same pile of rocks did the business.
They were hoping that it would come out all right.
Wild had ·b een out two or three times looking in the direction
When the villains dispersed for the night they agreed to meet
at the Broken Antler at eight 1n the morninir and decide what of the Broken Antler, and it so happened that he was there
when the villains were preparing to send the keg of powder
was to be done.
among tb.em.
When eight o'clock came every man was there.
As soon as he was satisfied what they intended to do he hasThree or four of them were wounded, but they were there
tened over to where his companions were.
and presumably ready for business, just the same.
"Get out of here---quic k!" he cried. "They are going to
''Men of ther Law an' Order League of Mushroom Bar," began Tom Wigg, taking off his hat and addressing them, "our blow us up! Come over here!"
reputation is at stake. We are in quite a fix, I must admit
They did not question him, but obeyed instantly.
for it wouldn't take a great deal to rouse ther whole popula'.
They got about fifty yards from the spot, and then the keg
tion of ther town agin us. Then, I !rlless, we would be done came rolling down the !rllllY.
fur. It is all ther fault of this Young Wild West. He comes
True to the calculation s of the villains, it bounded straight
,over here on ther invitation of some pne to thin out ther Hard for the camp of Young Wild West!
Crowd. He's done a little in that direction, boys, but he
Just as it got there it exploded with a noise llke thunder.
mustn't be allowed to do any more of it. Young Wild West an'
chunks and small fragments of rock were scattered all
Big
his gang have got to be finished before noon this day, or ther around.
vigilance committee will be busted an' our Hard Crowd all
But our friends remained untouched, as did their horses,
broke up. One of three things hits got ter be did, boys! Them which were just far enough away to be out of danger.
six boys an' one man has got to either be hung, shot or drove
"Now, then, lay low," said Wild. "The chances are that they
out of town. All in favor of that wm please say ay!"
will think we got the full force of the explosion and they will
"Ay!" came the unanimous response.
come down here to find out about it. I tell you they are
"I'm glad to see that everybody is agreed on that p'int," scoundrels to the word go, or they would never attempt such a
went on the leader of the gang. "Now, we will listen to sug- foul trick as that."
·
gestions as to ther best way to do ther business."
measly coyote what shows himself will !rft a
first
"Ther
"Ther best way to do it would be to charge right on 'em an' bullet from me!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie.
,take 'em afore they could do much damage " said · one man
Fully :five minutes passed before th.ey saw a sign of the vigi'
'
rising to his feet.
lantes.
"That would be like committin' suicide," observed another
Then a clatter of horses' hoofs was heard and a cloud o!
quickly getting up. "I think strategy would be ther best thing dust showed on the street the other side of the Broken Antler.
to use."
"Here they come!" cried Cheyenne Charlie, getting his rifle
"Mr. Chairman," another arose to say "strategy might be in position.
don't
I
it?
of
any
!rft
to
goin'
we
are
where
but
all right,
"Let us go back to the camp," Wild suggested, when he saw
believe there's a bit to be had in town. I'd suggest that we use there were no signs of the villains sending any more kegs of
havin'
of
danger
any
be
won't
there
an'
powder,
1plain blastln'
down at th<::m. "Charlie, you can have first shot, then.
ther blamed stuff .go off afore you want it to. I never did take powder
This would be rather a bad place to fight from, anyway."
no
is
Strategy
'splosives.
d
new-fangle
them
in
any stock
"Good enough.!" was the reply, and then they all hastened
good."
for the spot where the powder had exploded, keeping well bethey
because
speaker,
last
the
with
aITTeed
Some of the men
hind the rocks as they did so.
were just as ignorant as he was, and others grinned like so
Young Wild West and his companions got into a good posicats.
many Cheshire
to await the attack, and with their rifles ready for instant
tion
But the idea of the blasting powder made a deep impression use, sat as still as mice.
·
on Tom Wigg.
coming!
vigilantes
the
saw
they
moment
next
Tlu,
"I reckon blastin' powder would be ther :itu.ff to do ther
The rascals were riding in a sort of semicircle, showing that
busine~s," he said. "We could put a fuse in a keg of it, an' they were still afraid that the plucky little p:-rty had uot
then light ther fuse an' send it rollin' down right to their been annihllated by the explosion.
camp. They would either have to git from behind their
They swung around with a cloud of dust until they had what
!rocks or stay there an' run ther risk of bein' blowed up. Boys, they thought was a good view of the cam):> and then came
'I guess we had better try ther blastin' powder, an• try it right galloping toward it like the wind.
away. I'll appoint Abe Andrews, ther man what suggested it,
Wild and his two partners and the Jersey Quartette were
to help me do ther business. Two of us will be enough, I lying almost flat on their stomachs behind the rocks, but they
calkerlate."
had their rifles leveled at the approachin g horsemen.
A cheer went. up at this.
When the Hard Crowd-abo ut twenty of them, all told-had
The vi!rilantes were now of the opinion that they were surely reached a point about a hundred yards from the concealed
going to rout out what they considered the meddlesom e in- party Young Wild West said in a whisper :
truders.
"Now, Charlie, you can take your pick!"
The keg of powder and fuse was procured in quick time.
Crack!
There was a gentle slope down to the spot where our friends
The scout's rifle spoke immediatel y and one of the vigilantes
were camped all the way from the Broken Antler saloon.
tumbled into the dust.
But what made it better for their purpose was that a sort
··Now, boys, altogether! .,
of gully ran down the slope anu. ended right where the camp
As the vigilantes endeavored to pull up their steeds a volley
was located.
into their ranks from the pile of rocks.
poured
ten
of
out
times
nine
A barrel or keg woul(l roll down there
crack! crack! Crack-cra ck-crack- crack!
Crack!
without diverging from its source.
a look of grim determinat ion on the face of Young
was
There
on
keep
"we'll
Wigg,
'· lf ther first one don't work," said
the Winchester s vomited forth that awful hail
as
West
Wild
an'
scatter
they
If
sendin' 'em down tlll we !rit one that does.
death.
of
they
tlll
'em
at
fire
come out in ther open, you fellers must
The four Jersey boys handled their rifles like past masters in
either go down or surrender. I guess ther blastin' powder wlll
the art.
do ther business all right."
It was a scene that need not be described.
The keg was brought out and a small hole bored into the
The men who had used such foul and terrible means to kill
head.
and his friends had run into a
Then a piece of fuse was put in and fastened so it could not dashing Young Wild West
traD.
be dislodged very readilY.
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They fell right and left, and before they could get onl of friends let up on them, and then, leaving them to get tlle_ir
range every saddle was empty!
hands free as best they could, tl1ey rode back and halted rn
'·Now. boys, let us mount and ride up to the Broken Antl!!r front of the hotel.
saloon."
It was Wild who said this.
His partners looked at him and nodded, while the Jersey
CHAPTER XII.
Quartette showed signs of great surprise.
But no one said a word.
CONCLUSION.
f
As quickly as they could do so they had saddled and bridled
their horses.
Young Wild West, Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart rode
"Mount!"
back and found the single street of the little mining vlllage
As he gave the command Young Wild West vaulted in the packed with people.
.
The cheers that were given them were -certamly from the
saddle and headed his handsome sorrel stallion for the road
than ran through the village.
heart, for the feeling of fear that had hung over th_e honest
The rest followed him, and on an easy canter they rode up to element had been wiped out the minute Young Wild West
the saloon where the vigilantes had made their plans to kill started the survivors of the Hard Crowd from the Broken
them.
Antler saloon.
'
The Jersey Quartette had come down to the holel where the
There was not a man standing in front of the place and the
Lakes were stopping, so Wild came to a halt in front of that
door was closed.
place.
But that made no difference to Young Wild West.
As Wild dismounted he thought of the promise he had made
He flung himself lightly from the saddle and opened the
to the handsome stranger, whose name he had never learned.
door.
Just then Laura Lake and her father came out.
'fhe rest of the men who composed the balance of the Hard
"Excuse· me a few minutes, boys," said the dashing young
Crowd were inside.
"Hands up, you cowards!" cried Wild in a ringing tone. "I deadshot. "I want to speak to the young l'.3-dy."_
.
The girl heard his remark and turned to him with a smile.
have come to put the finishing touches to you. Up with your
Her
father
looked
rather
grouty,
aILd as Wild walked up he
hands, every one of you!"
remarked:
It was really wonderful to see how quickly they obeyed.
"I wish I had never stopped off at Wild Horse. Confound
"Now, then, march out one at a time!" commanded our
hero. "Charlie, just see to it that each man has his hands this business! Confound the train robbers-conf ound everytied behind his back good and strong!"
thing!"
"That would be bad, Mr. Lake, if everything was conLike so many whipped curs, the men marched out of the
door, and Cheyenne Charlie superintended the task of binding founded " Wild answered with a smile. "Miss Lake, I would
like to talk to you for a few minutes."
their han.ds behind their backs.
"Certainly," was the reply.
"You are not going to be killed," Wild told them, "though
.
The two walked around to the little veranda on the side of
you are all well deserving of it. We are simply going to drive
the building and sat down.
you out of town."
~'Now, don't get excited, miss, but I want to ask YO~ about
He had noticed three or four whips such as are used by
drovers in a corner of the room, and as the last man of the the young man your father drove from you l'.1-st even~ng and
ones he knew to belong to the vigilance committee passed out, who dropped the picture I gave you in the excitement.
"I thought you wanted to talk of him," was the r~ply."
he turned to the man behind the bar and said:
,
"Do you know who he is?" Wild went on in a leadmg way.
"You can stay where you are, but remember the lesson that
"I don't know for certain, but I think he is my brothe~,I"
has been taught you here to-day."
"Ah! what makes you think so, other than the picture?
·
"Thank you, Young Wild West! " · exclaimed the man. "I'll
"I had a brother who was stolen from my parents here _in
lead a straight an' honest life as long as I live?"
the West when he was but two years old."
"Can I borrow those whips for a few minutes?"
"Yes I believe your father mentioned something like that
"Yes, take 'em, an' keep 'em if you want 'em."
to me the other night at the hotel in Wild Horse."
"I only want them for a few minutes."
"This happened before I was born, so I have been told, so, of
Wild picked out the three best ones.
Then he wenl outside, followed by the keeper of the saloon, course I could not possi•b ly recognize the man as my brother.
who could not resist the temptation to witness what was about But I have been strangely drawn to him ever since I first met
his gaze. And he seems to act the same way toward me.
to take place.
Please understand that my feelings for him are not those of a •
By this time a crowd had collected and men were coming young
girl who has fallen in love with a handsome strangerfrom all directions, while women and children were standing
il is not that, I assure you."
in the doorways of the shanties and houses.
'' I think I understand," said Wild, who was much interested
"Boys!" said the daring young deadshot, looking at the Jersey Quartette, '· just take off their shirts and stand those fel- in what she said.
'· Sometimes I become so bewildered that I know not what to
lows in a line across the street."
The boys hurried to do his bidding and soon h~d the villains do. I don't know why it is, but I get the man I feel is my
brother mixed with the gentlemanly train robber who gave
in position.
papa his watch back and looked at me so sharply through the
''Now, Charlie and Jim, mount!"
Both his partners knew what was required of them, and they little holes in his mask and said I reminded him of an angel.
I don't know why I should confound the two, but I cannot
got into the saddle in a jiffy.
Then he handed them each a whip, reserving the third for help it."
Wild gave a start.
himself.
It suddenly dawned upon him that the two were one and
"Jones, you count three, and when you do see- to it that the same
person.
these fellows get a hustle on them for some other parts. They
Had not the man agreed to put him on the track of the train
are not wanted here in Mushroom Bar any longer-not another robbers
and find the stolen gold?
minute!·•
'' I shouldn'.t worry over this thing, Miss Lake, if I were you,"
"One!"
he said. "Had your brother any marks on his body that would
The last of the Hard Crowd looked at each other with pale likely
to last, so that he could be identified?"
faces.
"Yes. I often heard mamma say that Dick-which was his
"Two!,.
.
name-had a scar in the shape of a four-pointed star on his
~ Instinctively their heads turned toward the saloon where all insteo.
It was caused by a live coal that popped from the
the foul plotting had been done. ·
grate· and burned through his little shoe and stocking. Mamma
' "Three!"
a.lways said he would carry that scar to his grave."
\ The men started on a run, and Young Wild West and his
"Have you any idea that this man has a scar of that kind?"
l partners galloped after them, plying their whips right and left. "I
don't know. I haven't had a good chance to ask him."
It was no longer a hard crowd; it was a lot of beaten villains
"I will ask him for you."
pleading for mercy.
"You will? Oh! thank you."
Away they went, running as fast as their legs could carry
"Just as soon as I can find him I will ask him to let me ...
them.
his left instep."
Not until the outskirts of the town were reached did ouI
"I wonder where he can be?"
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"That is the man!"
"I don't know exactly, but I guess he is not far from tbie
The sheriff was easy to convince, and he at once plac_e d the
spot."
While the two were talking the sheriff and his party ot robber captain under arrest.
"Are you satisfied that you made a mistake?" Wild asked,
searchers rode up.
The sheriff and the two detectives dismounted, and ' then turning to the detective.
"I don't know whether I am or not," was the surly rejoinder.
Cheyenne Charlie, Jim Da,rt and the four boys from Jersey
"You don' t, eh? Well, I will make you apologize, anyhow!"
suddenly found themselves covered with revolvers.
As quick as a flash the young prince of the saddle caught the
"I can't help it, my friends, but we have come to the conclusion that you fellers are ther ones what robbed ther train man by the wrist an.d gave it Sl!Ch a twist that he was brought
to his knees.
ther other night!" said the sheriff.
At the same time Cheyenne Charlie pressed the muzzle of
"You're a ring-tailed liar from Nowhere!" cried Cheyenne
his six-shooter under the sheriff's nose and cried out:
Charlie, his eyes blazing furiou sly at the sudden accusation.
"Apologize, you measly coyote. Apologize, or they'll be
"That is all right," was the reply. "But you are my prislookin' for a new sheriff in a jiffy."
oner! I arrest you in the name of the law!"
"I ' 'pologize!" answered the sheriff. "It was all a mistake,
Some of the deputies dismounted and moved toward the
/
an' I'm awful sorry."
scout and Jim. '
"I apologize!" said the detectir e. "For gracious sake! Let
But they motioned them to get back.
At this moment Young Wild West, hearing the commotion go of my wrist, Mr. West! You are a gentleman, and I know
and the excited voice of CharliEl, came around the corner of it."
That settled that part of it.
the house, followed by Laura Lake.
Half an hour later Dash Sparkler had confessed the whole
"Hands up, Young Wild West!" cried the sheriff sternly. "I
business relative to the train robbery and was leading the
arrest you as a party to ther train robbery!"
"You what! " cried Wild, backing against the side of the sheriff and his men to the cave where the gold was hidden.
Young Wild west and his partners, and also the four Jersey
building beside his two partners, while the deputies quickly
boys, went along.
made prisoners of the Jersey Quartette.
Wild managed to get alongside the captive rol>ber captain.
"We've followed up ther case putty well," said the sheriff,
"Have you a scar on your left instep?" he asked.
"an' we've come to ther conclusion that these four young
"Yes," was the reply. "I have a scar there that is shaped
fellers was ther ones what was on ther train an' did ther
business, an' that you fellers planned ther whole thing out an' like a four-pointed star."
"All right. That is all I wanted to know."
had men ready to take ther booty away."
"I understand. My name is Lake, I suppose."
''Who was the one to first suggest this?" our hero asked
"Yes."
calmly.
"Well I have led a vicious life, and I am glad it will soon be
"I was!" exclaimed one of the detectives. "Your actions at
the railroad track when we came over on the special tr~in over. But, Young Wild West, will you do me a favor?"
"What is it?"
were enough to convince me that you knew all about. the rob"Don't let them know for sure. You can say that I got hold
bery."
of that photograph from a man that I killed, or anything like
1 "You are a fool!"
that. Don't--"
•J '1].eSS not this trip."
The sentence ended in a choking sob.
"'I will make you think you are worse than a fool just as
The bold robber captain had broken down.
soon as I clear myself of this charge!" cried the boy, who was
, Hti spoke not a word to any one after that till he led them
fast losing his temper.
"An' I'll make ther sheriff eat what he said just now! " added to the cave and turned over the booty to them.
Then he asked to be allowr,.d to sit down a moment, and the
• Cheyenne Charlie.
; "And I will see that you both get fair play!" declared Jim privilege was granted to him.
And he no ,sooner dropped upon the stone that answered for
Dart. "I never saw a more ignorant lot of blockheads in my
a stool than he fell over dead!
life! "
It looked as though there was going to be some shooting
It might have been a broken heart that killed him, it may
done, for the hands of our friends were slowly getting in posi- have been remorse, or it may have been-tion to pull their shooters.
Who can tell what? It is not f.9r us to say.
But just then a man stepped around the corner of the house
But Young Wild West took pains not to let the Lakes know
and exclaimed in a ringing tone:
he had found the photo on a dead man . •
"Young Wild West and his friends are not the train robbers,
This about ends our story.
gentlemen! I am the leader of the crowd that held up the
The Lakes went on to 'Denver, and the four boys from Jersey
train and committed the crime! I am Dash Sparkler, the concluded that they had enough excitement for a while and
outlaw!"
followed suit.
"I told yer so, sheriff!" cried the deputy, who Knew Young
Young Wild West and his two parties attended to their busiWild West. "I knowed to a sartinty that these people didn't ness they had in Colora:lo a nd then r eturned to Weston without
do it."
anything occurring of note.
"Here is some of the jewelry I took from the passengers in
But they were not the sort to remain idle long, as our next
the train," went on Sparkler, who was as cool as an iceberg. number will show.
"There stands the old gentleman whom I gave back his watch,
after his daughter said it had been the last gift of her mother.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEST ON A
Wait till I put on my mask, and then they will both recognize
CRIMSON TRAIL; OR, ARIETTA AMONG THE APACHES.'
me."
He pulled a black mask from his pocket and quickly donned

r

1t.

Laura Lake uttered a scream and fainted, while her father
saia:
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CURRENT NEWS
In an ancient cemetery just discovered near Mesa Rica,
N. lVIex., about 200 miles from Las Vegas, the bones of a
giant were unearthed. The forearm is four feet long, and
in the lower jaw are teeth which range from the size of a
hickory nut to that of a large walnut.
Mary 'l'ecoyas, an Indian squaw, said to be 150 years
old, died from natural causes, according to a report issued
by the authorities following an inquest. She was the oldest member of an almost extinct tribe known as the Tejons,
living in a canyon near Bakersfield, Cal. The tribe is said
to include bet1reen fifteen and twenty persons more than
100 years old.

Any one claiming to operate a mineral rod on behalf
of the United StatcR Government is an impostor. The
Government has issued this statement in reply to a number of queries concerning the use of such rods . Reports
came from several Southern States that a man who was
going about with a roc1, in an endeavor to locate minerals,
had stated that he was employed by the GoYernment, and
had to give it half of all he found. The United States
Geological Survey has announced that while an ordinary
compass, or "clip needle," will be attracted to ores of iron,
nickel antl cobalt, which are magnetic, it will be affected
by no other metals or minerals .

Mead Shumway, a local druggi t of Columbus, Ind.,
heard the telephone bell ring and answered it. "'l'his is
Lee Ba. ett," saitl a rnice at the other enrl of the wire.
" \Yill you ca h a check for me if I sem1 a man over with
it?" It was after banking hours. Mr. Basset is a business man ancl 1\Ir. "hunnrny knows h im well. "Of course,
I'll rash it," he said. A fc1v minutes later a colored man
enterccl the chug store with a check. It was drawn on a
bank here for $5 mid bore the signature of Mr. Bassett.
"
Mr. Shumway en hcd the check without looking at the
colored man. He found out the next day that the check
Mrs. Lena Pel::lt11.1ri, of New Brighton, S. I., doesn't
was a forgery. The colored man disappeared.
care to lrnre goocl~ c1eliwred to her when she is in her
bath. She is dC'frnclm,t in a $10,000 damage suit entered
X o cloubt most people remember the number of days in
by John Comoy. a soap canvasser. Conroy claims that
nn~, parlicnlar month by re(;alling tlw rhymes they learned
ll'hrn he tried to fill a . oap order for J\Irs . .Pelatrua she
at Rd100I. ,\ nolhcr method is practised in Iceland, and it
n~saulted him with thC' eq11ipment of a wcll-fittccl bathis so simple nm1 ingeniou as to be worth knowing. Shut
room ~o rigoro11sly tlrnt he required ·urgi<·ul aicl. l\Irs.
the fisl ancl let the knurjdc of the forefinger represent
Pelrihua·s answer is that Conroy opened her bathroom
Jam1:1ry with its thirtv-one days, and the depression bedoor without stopping to knock.
tween that anc1 the next knuckle will represent February
with its lesser number of days. And thus every month
Roxie Sharlwirk, a lio:-tlcr al a local stable in Pa2eclena. t11nt rorrcsponcls to a knuckle will be found to contain
Cal.. pn u~e<l in lii. "·ork the other day long enough to open thi rtr-onc chv~, and every month Lliat corrc ponds to a
a Idler hall(lccl him h.,· !he postman, :md read that fie was rleprcs~ion ::i less number of days. The little finger will
au bcir to t],e rieh c~late of a rrranclnnc:le in :\iodoc rcpre~en t July, aml beginning again ll'ith the forefinger
C'ouni ,v. Thrn be folarcl the letler a11tl went back i.o knuekle it lands for Augmd. ancl from this one continues
~moothing trw 1'oril of one of the l1orscs. He has a recol- to count through the months of the year.
kdim1 of hi~ ;rmndunele ancl a"serb that the la st time he
hrar,l of him he wa!:- rcpnied to be quitr wealth>'· '\fhether
OnP of the mo~r intere~ting an<l rcmarlrnblr of the many
thi,-; wc:1ltli i1inea,ed or dcnea:-e<l he does not" know, but regions for i.hc obserrntion of sand clunes lies between
~ays be w;ll _fCPk a limyer in reganl io the e tate when Bor,Jcanx ancl Baronne, in Gascony. Tl1 e sea here throws
he get~ time.
evcr:r year upon the beach, along a line of one hundred
mile in length, some five million cnbic Yarcls of sand .
I~ight Year~ il/!O, Dale Rain. son of Health Officer Addi- The prcvriii'ing westerly winds continue picking up the
son Hain, wns worLng nt 1farion, Ohio, in an egg prieking- surfoc-c particles from the westward lope, 1rhirl them over
house. At that tim e he wrote his unme aml address on i.o the inward slope, where they are again deposited. and
an c£>·;.,;. 11" ha~ rc•c·eil'ccl a pm:tcarcl dated Jan. 18, 191G, the entire ridge by this means alone moves gradually inwritten h, Lenore Krcnfi<,]tl, of Summit, :Y. J., who says ,rnrcl. In the course of years there has thus been formed
she l-011<:ht :1 ,]o;:cn cp:gs at fl grocery and found Rain's a complex system of dune , all approximately parallel
ramr wr:t,e11 on one of rhcm. "Of C'onrrn, Dale may be a with the coa~t, and with one another of all altitudes up to
bor·s rnllW', <'r a girl's , hut write to me, am·how,'' she re- two hundred and fifty feet . These are marching steadily
qu·c~ts. ";..;im·e ,_j](' iw,- hcP 11 goocl cnou~h to write to me inward at a rate of from three to six feet a year, whole
after all tl1cf.' ·:rnri', I nm p:o:ng- to be '.fresh' enough to villages l1aving sometime$ been tom down to prevent
burial anc1 rebuilt at a distance.
write lo lier again," Bain declares.

One of the highe t railroad structures in the United
States is the bridge spanning the Pecos. IliYer Canyon, 216
mile,: we~t of San Antonio, Texas. 'l'he distance from the
bed of the stream to the track is 321 feet. The bridge
is a light-appearing structure, consisting of girders and
deck tru ses carried on lofty steel tower . The maITTlificence of the Yicw from the deck of this bridge is said to
be exceeded onlv bv that of the Grand Canv~n.
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Charley, the Cattle -King
-OR-

THE BOY WliO OWNED THE RANGE
By "PAWNEE JACK"
(A SERIAL STORY)
(continued)
CHAPTER XXI
"I'm told different, Bill Downing," s:;iid Ned, in his
slow. dry way. "I'm told that you are the head horner
of' the pack. But be that as it may, we'Ye got you. You
may he able to play fast and loo e with 'l'om Catherwood's
-~on and ~care him off of his own range, but you can't
,monk.e_v with me. 'Tie him up, boys. Get him on a horse.
The penitentiary is his place, and to it he goes."
He turned to Charley and complimented him on his
·
shooting.
"Yon done well," he said . "I seen you do it. Dunno
whose range you belong to, but if ~t comes my way to put
in a good word for you with our boy boss. I'm g9ing to _clo
,
it, and T shall ask to have you put on mine."
1
( liarle_v replied modestly enough, and turned , to and
l1clperl ~ic Bil l, drag away the dead horse, and get the cattle ibid on his feet.
Captain Hen came galloping up just as this was accomplished.
"Well, well! We've won out, it seems!" he exclaimed.
"_\ nd a good job, too. Bill Downing, your pie is spoiled.
You remember me all right, I reckon . Pon't glare at me,
man, oi· rather do-glare all you please. You were one of
them what downed me, and now, by gaul, I'm going to
.
,
down you !"
If glaring could have killed, Captain ·rren would have
been a dead one then.
Bill was finally tied to a horse and put in charge of
Cbarley and Jack.
Three of the cattle thieves wl10 had b9en shot outright
were left where they had fallen to be looked after
later _: four more, who were wounded, were tied on horses,
Ieacly for the moqJ.
Captain Hen·s hand fared better; not one was killed,
.and, altho_u gh five were unfo~un,ate enough to pick up
bullets neither one of t11em was badly.hurt.
"l-{o~nd 'em up boys, Round 'em up!". cried Captain
H en, when all ,~as · ready . "We want. to get on the
move."
The rounding-up process did not take long, and soon the
herd was on its wa:v back to :Yo. 3.
With their prisoner Charley ancl Jack rode considerably
in advance of the cowboys, and near them rode the wounded men, in charge of Jim J011es.
It was not until aiter lite ~lart wa~ ma1le that ( 'harlcy
perceived that one of the ,rounded men was Dismal Dick,
who looked more dismal than eYer, for a bullet had

ploughed up a bad scalp wound, and his face was all covered with blood.
Charley hacl scarcely stllrted when Captain Hen came
riiling up to Charley and Jack, accompanied by Uncle
Joe's daughter.
"Here's your wife, Bill W he exclaimed. "I picked her
up below here. She asked me to let her ride alongside of
you, and if she behaves herself she can."
Bill's only answer was a snarl.
"V,/ell, sis, I'm in trouble now for fair/' he remarked,
as Hen fell back to join the herd.
Carrie had a lot to say, which was certainly not very
comforting, her remarks being mostly made up of "I told
you so," and "What did you do it for?" and "Now, you
see what a mess you1ve got me into."
She prodded the prisoner so hard that at last Bill turned
on her and began to swear, and they were having a hot
time of it when suddenly Carrie, after stal'ing at Charley
for a minute, sang out:
"Say, I know you!"
There was nobody hut Jack and Bill to hear, so Charley
dicl not much care.
"Who said you didn't?" he retorted. "You ought to,
seeing that I've wasted a whole lot of time over you that
might better have been saved."
"What in thunder arc you talking about?" demanded
Bill. "You never seen that feller afore."
"Are you blind?'' snapped Carrie. "He's your kid boss
~n right, in spite of his big hat and smeared-up face ."
"Waal, T be blamed! You're right," drawled Bill, stari17 g at Charley. "8o you are at the bottom of all this?"
"And why not? Diel you suppose I was going t6 sit
still and see you rob me? You are beginning to realize
.
.
-th~; ,r own ~his ;ange."
Im afraid I ve been buckmg up agamst the wrong
man/' said Bill, after an interval of silence. "Look here,
can't we make a deal?''
"WhRt kind of a deal?"
"There's a whole lot that goes on hyar on this range
what you ought to know, young Catherwood. If .you--"
"Nonsense! I know all that you can tell me, and
more,'' interrupted Charley, and he WflS_ going on to say
more \\·hen nll at once shots rang out behind them on the
right.
'!'hey had now crossed t_lie knolls, aud were almost at
Hound Butte.
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As Charlev looked he saw a big band of moun eel men
dashing out between two low hills, :firi:pg as they came.
All were masked, and many wore feathers stuck in their
hats.
"Boss .Michaels and the Navajos!" cried Jack. "'rhcre's
going to be hot work now."
. "Push ahead!" said Charley. "We must not lose this
fellow whatever happens. Ren will be ,able to take care
of himself."
They clapped spurs to their horses ancl dashed on.
Bill Downing's horse having been made fast to Jack's
saddle, he had to go with the rest.
The firing was returned by the cowboys, and in a minute things were getting lively in the rear.
•
. The Indian~ spread themselves with the. evident intentrnn of capturrng the herd.
"Faster! Faster!" cried Charley. "We can't be in this,
Jack. I'd rather lose every cow than this scoundrel here."
They were dashing on at full speed, when suddenly
Carrie whipped out a . knife, ancl, leaning over, cut the
I
lariat which se<mrecl her husband's horse to Jack's.
"Save yourself, Bill," she cried, whipping out a revolver at the same instant and sending a shot flying past
Charley's head.
It was all done so suddenly that Bill had dug his heels
into tbe horse's flanks and was off and away before Charley could realize what had happened.
"After them!" he shouted'. "They must not escape."
"They shan't!" yelled Jack. He whipped out bis revolYer ancl :fired, taking the horse in the head, for Bill
had managed to turn him sharply to the left.
At the same instant Charley caught a sound behind
him which made his heart sink.
It was the sound of stampeding cai.tle.
In following after Bill, they had run clown alongside
of the herrl whic-h now, for some unexplained ' reason,
swerved from its course.
Down went Bill's horse, and the rider with it.
Before Charley could turn the herd was upon him.
"Pull out!" yelled Jack. "Pull out, Charley, or you
are dead, sure!"

CHAP'rER XXII.
C'.\UGIIT I~ THE CATTLE STAMPEDE.

It was easy for Jack to shout "pull ou"t," but to do it
was beyond Charley's power.
It is an awful thing to be caught in a stampeding cattle herd.
Many a brave cowboy has lost bis life by ii, and so will
many another.
Just what stampeded this particular herd, unless it was
the :firing, Charley never knew-no one ever does know.
All be could remember was seeing the leaders charging
upon him, hearing Jack's warning cry, and then all in an
instant he fonnd himself in the midst of the sfrnggling
ma:-~, and was \Jeing- borne aloug b_,. i.li em, hclple:-;s i.o save
hin1,;elf.
·
Charley hml JH.!YCr been <.;aught in a <.:aLLlc stampede before, but he had often heard the cowboys on his uncle's

nmge up in :Montana tell of their experiences at such
times.
The main thing is to reassure your horse, and help him
to keep his wits about him.
Charley leaned forward, patted the snorting broncho _on
the neck, and, holding him with a tight rein, urged him
on. for to hold back would haYe meant being gored to
cle~th, and that was what he was inclined to do.
A big, red bull came crowding against them; Charley
kicked him on. the head with all his might, and instantly
had to turn to the other side and serve another in the
same way.
Acrain and again the process hacl to be repeated; the
herd° was moving faster than the broncho .
The tramp of the maddened cattle, and the pitiful low· inrr of the weaker ones combined to make a dreadful din.
'i'l'hey were heading for the riYer," ancl Charley was being
forced along with them, utterly powerless to work himself free.
In the distance he could hear shouts and shots, but he
could see no human being from the moment he lost sight
of Jack. Look in whatever direction he would it was just
one tangled mass of hoofs and horns.
At this time he thought that he had been, the only one
un lncky enough to be caught in the stampede.

Soon he learned differently.
For perhaps ten minutes this state of things h,ad been
· h 1.
going on when suddenly a piteous cry rang out ng t uehind him.
"Oh, save me! Save nie ! I'm fainting! My. horse
haR been gored and is bleeding to death ! In a min1.1te I
shall go clown!"
"Carrie again!" exclaimed Charley, recognizing her
mice. "H_v thumlcr, I seem to have no other business bes:de rc--cn ing- tliat wretched girl!"
He lookrcl back and, sure enough, saw Carrie at no great
clidance hehind him.
"Brace up !" he shouted. "If you faint you're a goner!
I think I ran help you, and if I can I will!"
Charley was getting cool now, and so was his broncho.
It was just kick., kick, kick, to keep the cattle from
crotvding him to tleath, but Charley was a good kicker and
he kept it going all the while.
Pulling
tighte1· on the rein, he managed to slacken
speerl somewhat, and in a minute he found himself at
Ca nie's si.cle.
It was as she had said.
Her broncho had been terribly gored in the .left fla.nk,
and the blood was pouring from the wound.
·
The unfortunat(;l animal was staggering, and wild with
fear. It was surely but the question of a moment when he
must go down.
.
"Cl1arley Catherwood, this is my finish, and I deserve
it!" cried Carrie . "I have treated you shamefully, I
know. Be a Christian and help me if you can." ,
"T sl1all help you anyway," replied Charley, "but all
the same you'll turn on me and stab me again the :first
<.;banc·e yon get-that's one thing sure."
"Never! I swear I never will!" cried Carrie, who waa
\\·hite with fear.
(To be continued)
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
area of buried timber o.f immense size as in the Papakura·
valley, near Auckland, New Zealand.
Beneath the surface of peal, where the soil has shrunk
in · dryiug or has been blown away. the tnmks of kauri
trees lie exposed to view. For centuries they have been
covered by the semi-liquid peat until thci.: branches and
crowns have decayed and disappeared. ::\fothing but the
solid heartwoocl of the mighty trunks remain, and these
liie in orderly ,nvaths almost as regular as wheat stalks
a newly-reap_ed field. The thousand heads all point in
in
SHOE.
IN
FORTUNE
HID
direction, as if the forest had fallen under the sickle
one
John M. Johnson, a shoemaker, of Lafayette, Ind.,
found $1,500 worth of •diamonds in a shoe the other day. of some giant reaper.
'rhe shoe had been sent to him from the 1home of a wealthy
CYCLE TRACK FOR OUTLAWS.
family here for repairs and a chamois skin bag containing
the jewels fell out as he was about to place the shoe on a
\\"ork is 1.o be started shortly on a track at BclleYillc,
last . There was great agitation in the household when he N. ,1., for the outlaw cyrlists, according to DaYe l\IacKay,
announced his discoYery. It was explained that the jewels of X ewark, N. ,J. The Stadium Amusement Company is
had been placed in the shoe to hide them from burglars.
to be incorporated for the purpose of conducting the meets
Su_nday afternoons and Wednesday nights, opposite Hillside Park, Belleville.
GOLD NUGGETS IN GIZZARD.
rrhe company will be incorporated for $100,000 and
While cleaning the gizzard of a chicken, Mrs. A. D.
is to be president and general manager of the
MacKay
Ricks, wife of a capitalist of Hoquiam, Wash., the other
A plot of rjne acres, known as the Shaefer
compa.ny.
day found two small gold nuggets, the larger about the
purchased for $31,000 and the track, which
be
to
is
tract,
size of a pea and a small stone, which was pronounced by
to the mile, is to cost $45,000. It is tl1c
laps
five
be
will
local jewelers to be a torquoise. The chicken was hatched
to roncluct athletic events also,
promoters
thr
of
cntion
ini
and raised in the pens. of F. L. Morgan, an attorney,
will be built inside oI the
track
running
six-lap
a
and
whose residence is at the foot of the range of hills at the
track.
bicycle
west of the city. It is presumed the gold was scratched
Mac-Kay statrd tbar the $45,000 staclium would be lmilt
out of the ground by the chicken.
in three weeks, which will enable the outlaws to start their
raring scaRon fnllv as early as the V clodrome promoters,
FED APRICOTS TO HOGS.
who ha vc scheduled their opening for April 2.
Apricot ham is the latest novelty in this community.
C. C. Francis, who has a ranch near Pomona, Cal., is thr.
LEAD CABLES PERFORATED BY BEETLE.
producer. Last summer his apricot crop was going to
cliscovcr:v of much importance to telephone anc1 elecA
waste because the market was glutted, so he fed the aprienginr ers in the United States was recently ancal
tri
cots to his hogs.
by Albert Schuler, general manager of the Santa
nounced
each
They
clav.
other
the
shoats
He butchered two
(Cal.) Home Telephone Company. After fh-e
Barbara
tipped the beam at 245 pounds. Ile got fifteen gallons oE
effort to determine the cause of minute
persistent
[
o
years
lard, seven pounds of sausage, four splendid hams, some
armor of aerial telephone cables, 1\fr.
]earl
the
in
hole,
spa1:eribs, a quantity of side meat, eight pigs' feet and 100
beyond questiQn that the holes are
cRtablishccl
Sclrnlcr
pounds of soap out of the kill.
bored by a comparati,,el,v small beetle with powerful manThe hogs were can-ied through the ,n1mu1e1· ancl foll
clihlc,:. For: years the telephone company was troubled
on waste fruit, and this winter they were .finished on
by short circuits in the aerial cables due to minute holes in
oranges and cornmeal slop. Mr. Francis declares that tbe
the armor, resulting from some unknown cause. Elechigh cost of living won't worry him for a while at least.
trical experts who were consulted ridiculed the suggestion
that the holes ,rnre caused by insects and laid the trouble
A BURIED FOREST.
to electrolysis. Several men who were detailed to traYel
It appears that the recovery and use of buried timber is along tl1e line and watch out for suspicious bugs were
no uew thing. For hundreds of years the wood of buried soon rewarded for their trouble. They captured a numand submerged trees has been recovered and worked among ber oE bugs in the act of drilling into the lead armor of
the Swiss Alps, and many an English farmer of the west- the cables. Specimens of the bug were sent to Dr. Yan
ern counties can point with pride to an old cabinet or DYke, entomologist at the University of California, who
carved four-poster of black bog oak, says the Washington classified them as Sinoxylon declive, a kind 0£ beetle that
Star. But, according to Professor D. W . . Fagan, it is ordinarily attacks wood, particularly live oak logs or cord
doubtful if anywhere else in tl1e world there is so vast an wood.
HUNGER DRIVES DOWN MOOSE .
For the first time in many years a band of moose is now
seen daily grazing near Dubois, Wyo., whei;e thousands 0£
elk, deer and antelope have been feeding with cattle for
some time. Only the very deepest snow will drive moose
out of the mountains, as the animals are very wild. But
in their present half-famished condition the moose mingle
with the cattle and wild elk, seemingly without fear.
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TAKING HIS CHANCES
- OR -

THE BOY W HO GOT ON
By DICK ELLISON
( A SERIAL STORY)

CHAPTER II (continued)
"Not more than a quarter of a mile."
The boys ran to a point just beyond the curve and began hurriedly gathering chips, twigs, ]eaves and whateYer
else they could find.
"Got any matches?" ,asked Jack, making a connical
pile of dry twigs and chips over a bed of leaYes.
"Yes."
"Light it quickly and I'll get some green stuff to nu1ke
a smoke."
Bob quickly had a blaze going, and then Jack, flinging
on a lot of green twigs, broken from the neighboring
bushes, began to fan the flames with his hat.
"Run down the track, Bob, and make a fuss," he said.
"I'll keep this thing going."
The flames present increased and then a thick smoke
arose which could be seen a long distance.
Jack kept the fire going, and Bob hurried along the
track, presently catching sight
, of the train as it rounded
a curve.
He shouted, wand his arms frantically, and stood right
in the middle of the track, looking back once and seeing
that the cloud of smoke had increased.
Ile was obliged to jtm1p off at last, but by the grinding
sound that the wheels gave out as the train pnPsed him, he
knew that the brakes had been applied and tliat the train
would stop in season.
Then he hurried back, .and when he reached Jack found
the boy talking to an excited crowd, consisting of the conductor, enginecl", two or three brakemen and a uozen passengers.
Some one hacl eviuently been sent ahead. for in a few
moments a man came up and said:
"It's true enough. There's a badly broken rail, and if
we'd run on it we'd've all gone to smash in the cut."
It was a single-track ro:i.d and there was lil.O siding
i1earer than the station they liad just passed, and it was,
therefore, necessary to run back to that.
"You're a brave boy," said the conductor to Bob and
Jack alike, "and have sa l'Cd hundreds of Jives. I'm going
back to get a new rail to 'ffiencl this track. Will you go
along?"
"~o," said Bob. "I guess I'll go right on."
"Somebody ought to do something for the ·boys," said
a young girl, looking out of a car window. "Father," to
a gent1eman standing near, "start a subscription for
them."

"A good idea," said the gentleman, and, taking off his
hat, he began walking alongside the cars, soliciting contributions for the boys.
Bills and coins were dropped into the hat, and when
the gentleman returned and took out what he had received, it proved to amount to about a hundred dollars."
"It ought to be more," he said, "for you boys saved i11l
our live , but if you will give me your address I will see
that you are paid better."
"I don't know wheie we shall be," said Bob, "and,
really, this is quite enough. What we did was done without thought of rew:i.rd, and we are really well paid. We
only took chances, that's all."
"Give them yonr card, father, and if they are ever in
need of help, they can write," said the girl who had suggested the subscription.
The gentleman gave a card to Bob, who said to the
_young Judy :
"You are Yery kind and if we ever need help badly
enough we will write, but I mean to take chances on getting along alone."
The train then went back, and the boys continued their
tramp, Bob having no desire to go back to town and run
the risk of arrest and imprisonment for no fault of his
own
"Come on, Jack," he said. "We will leave the track
presently and we may get ~ pick-up on the road. We've
got money enough to stop somewhere now, and if we want
to take a train later we can do so."
"All right, Bob. You be treasurer. I can trust you,
I guess. Money always did get me in trouble, and so I'll
let you carry it/'
"What do you mean by money getting you into trou-.
ble ?" asked Bob, puzzled.
''i\Thy, that's why I'm running away. There's money
coming to me if I live long enough, but if I stay anywhere near my guardian I won't live to get it."
"Thon why don't you apply for a new one if you are
afraid he wants to kill you?"
""Tell, I can't really prove it," said Jack, confusedly,
"and so I put on these old clothes and ran away. That's
the safest way, 1 thought."
"Well, I'll look after the money for us both. I never
had very much of my own, and I think I know its value
and won't be likely to spend it foolish ly."
They walked on till they came to a crossing, and shortly;
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Bob, throwing him acros the bed, which creaked under
his weigh!.
"Stop thief!" shouted Bob, recOl'ering himself as the
man gaYe a sudden tug at the Yest on the becl-po~t. tore
it loose and sprang toward the window.
In an instant he was outside, the ol<l-fiisbio11ed i;ash
coming down with a crash that made the glas rattl e.
Bob was at the window in an instant and threw np' the
sash, notici.ng that there was a sloping shed just below the
'
level of the room.
The fugitive half ran, half slid down this shetl, and
leaped off and then, before Bob could follow, he saw -a
slight figure in dark trousers and white shirt leap after
him, and at i.he same moment rai se a shrill outcry.
"It's Jack, I do believe!" muttered Bob, and he got out
of the window, ran to the edge o.f i.he shed and leaped off.
It was all very plsin to him n ow, and he wond er ed why
he had not been more cautious.
The man had seen his money, had found out where he
slept, had waited until his candle had gone ou,t, and had
then climbed up on the shed, entered the room and was
looking for the money when he awoke.
H e had never thought to look at the window fastenings,
did not know that there was a shed just outside, and, if
he had 11ot awakened just when he did the man would have
taken his money, and he would haYe been nooe the wiser.
As it was, the thief had his ve t, which contained the
greater pa.rt of his store, t11e coin in his trousers pocket
amounting to not more than ten dollars.
As he reached the ground he ~aw the man making across
an open !>pace at the side of the hotel, with Jack close at
his heels.
There were stables and outbuildings just ahead, and if
the thief once reached these it would be impossible for
them to O\'erbke him, as it was likely that He knew his
way perfectly and could either hide or get off in some
manner while they were hunting for him.
He saw Jack fling himself at the man, heard the latter
give a savage snarl, and then saw him strike at the boy.
"Stop· thief 1" cried Jack, ancl then he uttered a c-ry of
pain as the rnsca1 struck him clown.
Bob flew at i.he man a,; JaPk ;:ank on the grouncl, ;oeizcd
him and J:>eg11 n raining blows on his head and neck, shouting lu , tily at the same time in the hope or nroming Rome
one.
The man uttered an imprecation. broke away from his
energetic ,adversary_, and then dove down a narrow passage
between two of the outbuildings, throwing something on
the ground as he ran .
Bob hastily picked it up and foun<l it to be hi s Ye. t i.orn
'
and wieh the pockets turncll in si de-out.
the
from
c-arne
person:-se\'Cral
awl
flashed
lights
'L'hen
hotel, asking wl1nl all ilt e noi~e wa.' abonL
Bob returned to Ja{:k, who was just grlli ng up, and
asked:
"Are you hmt, old feJ.low :··
CHAPTER III.
"No, not much," said Jack. "I was bound to stop him
if I could. If I hadn't been sud> a jack-in-the-box, ha
'BOB VEETS WI'l' H A LOSS, BUT STICKS TO JACK.
might have hurt 1,n e worse than he did, but I wriggled
"Hallo there, what do you want?" cried Bob, springing away from hi.m. Did you get it?"
up ancl making a dash at the intruder.
(To be continued)
The man uttered l!, startled exclamation and struck at I

aftel' ibis got a lifL of several miles on a farm wagon, findi11g thiR ~uperior to walking tracks or dusty roads.
Finally the farmer stopped at a lane and said:
" \\'ell , here·::; as far as I'm goin' at an' ef you wanter
come in an' ,;top, You 're welcome ."
'· X o,'' Faiu ,fol'k quickly, before Bob could speak; "I
think we'] l go on. How far is it to the railroad?"
"'Bout two miles to the nearest station, I reckon.
WhiPh way was you thinkin' o' goin' ?"
"West," said Jack.
"Goin' out there to make your fortunes, hey?" laughed
the farmer.
"\\r ell. we 're going to take our chances," said Bob, following ,Jack, ,rho had leaped lightly out without putting
hi:; 11.a ncb on the wagon.
"Why, you ·re a regular Jack-in-the-box sort of chap,
aren' t you?" he laughed, as -,he caught up to · his companion.
es, that's what they Cf.Ill me," said Jack.
At the station they found a train about to start, and
Bob bought two tickets, learning, however, tbat th, particular t rain went only thirty miles, and that they would'
haYe to wait till the next clay before proceeding farther.
It was dark when the boys arrived at their destination,
ancl, being both tired and sleepy, they hunted up a hotel
near the rnilroa<l dation and Hren Bob made a bargain
with the proprie:lor for supper, lodging and breakfast for
both.
" That' ll be a dollar apiece. Got any baggage? We get
paicl in advance if. you haven't."
'·That's all right," said Bob, taking some bills from his
,est poeket and counting off two ones.
"You'll })oth sleep in one room, I suppose?"
"Two single ones, if you have 'em," said Jack, stepping
forward and pmhing asicle a rough-looking man who was
eyeing the money Ln Bob's hand somewhat too curiously.
"Yes, I've got ·em right on the next floor and next to
each other, but they're pretty small. I can Jet you have a
bigger one fo1· lhe same price."
";\o, the sma ll ones will do," said Jack, giving Bob a
nudge.
Shortly after supper they were both so tired that they
went to their rooms, and Bob took off his coat and vest
and hung them on the bed-post at once, feeling so sleepy
that he lay on the bed, intending merely to rest himself
a little before blowing ont the candle and going to bed.
Before he was aware, however, he was fast asleep, and
the next tiring he knew was suddenly awaking, after an
indefinite per~od, to :find the room dark except for the
moonlight whic.h ponred in at the open window. He saw
a rough-looking man, whom he recogn.izec1 ns the one he
had Rern l>elow, l'n1nbli11g ·at hi s clothes which hung on
the bed--po, t.

"+
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TIMELY TOPICS
Ii is rcpo'rted that a Norwegian, Frederik Dahl, has
lately patented in several countries .a system which permits of the simultaneous transmission of any number of
word. by means of an automatic photographic-electric apparutns. Experts who have examined the invention are
of the opinion that it will revolutionize the existing methods of telegraphy.
German lookouts in advanced posts are wearing new
armor-coated steel helmets, consisting of a headpiece
proper weighing slightly more than two pounds with a
heavy detachable steel plating, which is very thick and
weighs over four pounds. The total weight of the headpiec~ thus is nearly seven pounds. The helmet is entirely
without ornament and is of a dull-gray color.

to something in the air. A dog wa s then brought forward
and, being placed at the lower end of the chain. immediately ran up and, reaching the other encl, aiEa ppeared
in the air. In the same manner a hog, a panther, a lion
and a tiger were successively sent up the chain, and all
dirnppeared at the other end. At last they pulled down
the chain and put it in a bag, no one ever discovering in
what manner the different animals were made to Yanish."
In the forests of Malacca and other island in the Indian Ocean may still be found the animal known as a
wildcat. The upper parts of it are generally of a clear
yellow color, with black spots; the lower parts arc white
with black spots also. On the back the spots lengthen
almost into lines or rings, black on yellow:. rrhe average
length of the animal, excluding the tail,. is ,almost two feet;
the tail averages nine inches. Its height, when standing'
erect, is about twelve inches at the shoulder and fifteen
inches at the hindquarters. Its temper is mild and gentle; it plays ,almost like a domestic cat, or rather kitten,
chasing itg tail and amusing itself with anything that it
can roll with its paws.

Jess Connell, one of the owners of the Humboldt mine
in the Trinity ra'Dge, Nevada, has perhaps discovered a
mining prospect in. the 'frinity range district. Connell's
find was unusually fortunate, inasmuch as it was made
while he was hunting jack-rabbits for his evening meal.
What he supposed to be an outcropping of limestone and
granite was in reality gold quartz, ,a nd a sample with
John York. of Bicknell, Ind., was said to be dying.
which he returned is estimated by old-time miners to run
about !J,5,000 to the ton. The vein approximates six inches Physicians told him to prepare for death, as he could not
possibly live until midnight. York prepared in his own
in width and crops for 30 feet.
way. He dressed himself, went to town, borrowed money
hhrried to a re,:taurant, where he ate an order of
and
.\ new testing range for guns has been completed by
eggs, potatoes and coffee. After his supper he went
teak,
the Bethlehem Steel Company on Delawf,1.re Bay six miles
movies. Having money left, he next hired a taxithe
to
from Cape May, :N".,J. This ·range is at present in charge
drove over the town. His friends became alarmed
and
cab
o[ officers of the Russian army for the testing of guns
for him. When he was fou.nd ·he said:· "If I
searched
nd
a
and munitions ordered from the Bethlehem Steel Comam going to die where I want to and the way
I
die
to
have
pany. 'l'hc Russian officers maintain thefr own office, .with
Physicians sa.y York is in a critical condito."
I w:int·
Rn, sian girl . tenographers, and have leased for a year two
nothing is the matter with him, and he
says
he
but
tion,
o[ the most commodious d"·ellings at Cape May. The
bed.
to
go
to
refuses
slccl eompan)· now has under lease all the land on Dela,rnre Bay from Cape May Point north ten miles.
To enable :i.n aircraft to effecfrrnly attack an enemy
submarine, a New Jersey inventor has developed a rather
Frederick A. Reckler, Civil Wa.r veteran and Iowa pio- novel aerial torpedo which will explode at ,a predetermined
neer, has n relic that is dear to him, for it saved his life depth l:ieneath the water. It is slender and cylindrical in
fifty-fhc years ago. It is a little diary that he ~arried form, and provided with a sharp nose to in urc its rapid
from 18-35 to 1861, and which topped a Confederate bul- and strµight clei:cent beneath the water after it has been
let ,,t the Battle of Bull Run. :M:r. Recklcr was in a Wis- droppe'd from a height. A picture in the March Popular
c·onRin regiment nt the battle. A comrade saw him fall, Mechanic,: Magazine shows how the torpedo operates. The
i.ook one look at the gaping wound and assumed that head of the bomb is filled with a high explosi \'C, while in a
Het'klcr was dead. Confederates picked him up with other compartment at the opposite end arc batteries ancl a dewo111Hled lrnd he remained in prison nearly two years. tonator. A light cable, several ya.rc1s in lengih, is atlk1·k!er is eighh'-fh e and suffers greatl? from the "·onnd tarhed to it and carries a pair oi 11·ires connected with the
inflidcd fifty-fin, ~-ears :igo.
batteries. At the free end of the cable is a small parachute and immediately beneath it a COJ'.\.tact device to
. \n eyewitn ess of a celebrated feat of Oriental jugglery which the wires leading from · the batteries are attached .
irlls the follO\ring , tory of what he i.hoilght he ~a II' a band When this strikes the surface of the water it collapses, alof Tnc1iaa fakirs accompl ish: "They prodne:ccl a chain lowing two metal pieces to come together and close a cirseYent~·-fi,·e feet in length, and in my presence threw one cuit. This actuates the detonator auc1 in turn causes the
end o-t: it tmrnrd the sky, where iL remained as if fastened bomb to explode.
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Long before Americans had figured out a method of
_hatching out eggs artificially Chinamen were using an inYcntion of 1.heir own. And to this day 1.he:r refuse to depart from the methods of their most honorable ancestors
and will not purchase new-fangled incubators,. The ChinePe poultryman takes a quantity of roasted unhusked
rice. Thi is heated until it is lukewarm. A three-inch
layer of ,rnrrn rice is spread into a tub and a layer of eggs
is placed thereon . Another layer of rice is aclc1ec1 and another layer of eggs and finally a last layer of rice over
tJ:ie fifth layer 01 eggs. About 50 eggs are placed in a single tub. Once each day the eggs ai;c removed, the rice
reheated and the while repacked. The tub is kept well
covered so ilrnt it retains the heat. In the com:se of a few
weeks the chicks say ·'How do you do?" to the world with
as good grure as though they had been helped there by
means of the most expensive incubator on tbe market.

GOOD CURRENrl, NRWS .AUTlCLES
GRIN~ ANn CHUCKLES
Swiss chocolate prices ha\·e risen from 20 to 23 per cent.
a result of the prcsen t high co~t of raw material. . It
"A rr.lati \'e of mine that I never saw before came to the
js said that the Swiss Government will chc k the rise by house last night." "Xever saw him before, ch? What's
fixing maximum prices for certain chocolate products.
his nnmc ?"' "He hasn't got any yet, but we intend to
chr isten him William."
A Petrogracl di ·pakh to The Times of London say
that a representatiYc of English and California synoicates
"You C'Rn always tel1 an Englishman," began the Brithas arrived from the Ural Mountains, where he bought isher, boastrn lly. "Rut it woultl only be a was1.c of
a't auction 252 deposits of gold and platinum for a total breath,'' interrupted the Yankee, "b cause he thinks he
·
sum of $15,000,000.
knows it nll."'

as

Intelligent farming mctl1ods employecl on a ranch near
Ilu lrn1111-You arc not economical. Wifr,-Well, if you
Eugene, Ore., which twelve years ag-o was regarded a don't call a woman eronomical who san's her wedding
worthless and of no soil value, resulted in a profit by the clres_s for a poss ible secon d marriage, ] 'cl like to know
owner, J. M. Wilson, of $50,000 in the twelve-year period . what yon think economy if' like?
Wilson bought the land on a "shoestring," developed it,
netted good profits from his crops and is now ,,cll-to-clo.
"The ncme of liappine,:-:,'' gnshed the ardent lover, "is
to rnarrr the \1·omnn You lo\·c.'' "'l'here·~ ~ornething in
Duffy, of Hmnbold, Tenn., that;' respon<k<l the old married man, '"bu t the main
One · day last fall
lrnYing some bnsine. s to point is to low the ,roman you many."
and,
,
town
near
farm
his
drove to
attend to on the place. took the horse loo.,c from the shafts
'.l'lie old grJttlernan had ;just steµpetl into the crowded
and hitched him to the ,rlicel,; of the buggy. Mr . Duffy
leH his coat in the lrngg_r, and on his return he fournl the l rnm 11ml had ac·ciclentnllr trod cl en on .\lgv Fitzgerald's
animal had just finishc<l eating the la~t or a package 01 l'oot. "C'onJ'ouml yqu, yo u careless old butfa\\' !'. eried
.\lgy. "You\·c cruslic•d my Coot to a jelly!"' "Ah!" mid
notes aggregating $1,0, G.
U1r old man , calm}y; '·calf, foot jelly, I suppo~e !"

,Y . .\.

'I'he Pittsl~urgh Plate Gla~s C'ompanv ha;a announced
that all of il· emploYc)..s who enter rnilitarr training
camps will receive full pa)· while tliey are away, in addition to a two-week's vacation witJ, par. 'The company
employs about 6,000 men. This commendable spirit
should prove an example am1 an incentive to other corporations throughout the country.

\Yee Ho~ie-~-]IIamn1c1 . bliall I im ile Luer Litimw to
my party? :i\iamma-Ccrtainly. She i~ ti'1c minist_er's
daughter. Wee Hostess-Do miniRters' daughters get in vited ever:nvhere 9 Mamma-Always. W ce HostessThey have lots of fun, l s'poRe? J wi sh my papa was a
minister ·stead oI a miserable sinn er.

Y crba mate, the famous plant from which a sort of. tea
immensely popular in Brazil, Paraguay and other parts of
South America is prepared, is lo be tested by the French
Government wi1.h a view to determining whether it is
suited to Frcnc-h soldi ers at the front. 'rhe Brazilian
Government is much interested in the experiment and tbc
Bra:i:ilian Minister of Agriculture has asked Governors of
S1atcs in Rrazil lo send the or ten tons of ycrba male free
oI charge to France.

"This," c;·plainecl the bookseller, '· is onr latest patent
c1iary. We thi.uk it is the cleverest thing in that line eve1·
devised .'' rl'he shopper turns the leaves idly. "But I
can't sre where it iR differelll from any other," she ob1,erves. "~o? Well, jf you will look at all the dates after
January 23, ~-ou will see that in each space has been
printed, 'Got up, ate breakfa,t, Juncli, and dinner. and
went to lied: 'J'hal in~urPs a cornpldc diary for the
year."
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I~ THE, CTIYP'I'.
By Horace Appleton

During a trip to England and Ireland which I made
some four years ago, I had many curious adYentures. One
incident in particular is fresh in my memory, the circumstances surrounding it being so romantic and out of the
common order of things.
I will proceed at once to lay the tale before my enlightened readers, feeling ure that they wilt be as fully interested in the remarkable adventures of Leslie '11 horburn
and the heroic devotion of his daughter Ethel.
The man was a cTiminal, to be sure, and yet I could not
help sympathizing with him, and feeling sorry for his
lovely child.
I never in my life felt more like neglecting my duty
and letting the man go free, but I had given my woTd of
honor that I would capture him, and ·so there was nothing
for it but to bunt him down.
It was a noble old house where he had lived, and I often
see it pictured before me in my mind.
In one wing, the oldest, was a quaint chapel with stained
glass windows, sculptured saints on the walls, and a queer
little pulpit, built of oak, perched up on high and surmounted by a sounding-board.
Beneath the chapel was the crypt or vault, where reposed in stale the bones of Thorburn's ancestors, their
tomhs heing marked by graven effigies of brave knights
in armor, saints, angels and other devices.
One tomb in particular, that of Sir Reginald Thurbourne_. as the name had formerly Leen spelt, was in a good
state of preseryation, and, although most of the other
figures were thrown down and broken, that of the good
old knight remained intact. The figure repTesented him
as lying upon his back, with his hands folded upon his
brea8t as if in prayer.
With these pTeliminary Temarks I will proceed to relate the story of Leslie Thorburn's crime, and how I succeeded· in bringing him to justice.
He had been in a position of great trust and responsibilitv and had appropTiated the funds of his employers to
his ~wn use, a crime that is altogetheT too common in
these clavs.
He h;d at last gone so far that disco\'ery and disgrace
were inevitable, and he therefore fled, making one last
heavy the-ft.
He had been so long in the employ of the firm that he
could do nbout as he liked with his accounts, and had
grown reckless in his stealings, uni.il at last the :firm began to su, pect some one, anJ I volunteered to work up the
case, giving them my word of honor that I would convict
the thief.
There wa :-; something about i.he old cashier's looks that I
did not like, noiwith3tanding tl1at no one su. pected him,
and, withont ~:1y;ng anything about it, I watched him
clo8el1·.
It ·was r-ome ii me before the full amount of his stealings could be estimated, but it was something startling,
o.ncl completely upset the notions of the respectable gen-
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tlemcn who had so long trn ted a thief and placed confidence in a defaulter.
I apprehended that he would not leave the city at once,
for he was a shrewd scoundrel and seemed to know that
the first places to be searched would be his out-of-town
residem:e (he was employed in London), and the many
railroad stations.
I hunted for him, consequently, in the city, but without success, for the fellow seemed to feaT me more than
the London men, as I after.wards learned was the case, and
took extra pains to keep out of my way. I knew all bis
haunts, but neither bribery nor threats, bullying nor fl.at1.cry could enable me to find the scamp, and at last I
announced that I was completely baffled and would giye
np the case.
'rhat was all gammon. I was more determined than
ever to ferret the thing to the bottom. But I wished the
impression to go abroad that I had given up the case as a
bad job. To give the affair a greater appearance of truth,
I took passage for New York on the next steamer, and
went aboard with the other passe;igers. I did not go very
far with them, though, for, changing my dress in my,
cabin, I appeared as a sailor, and when the pilot left the
steamer to herse1f I returned with him, and was dropped
off at a miserable little place on the coast.
'l'hence I proceeded to Thornhurst, the country-seat of
the defaulter, to which I nave hitherto referred.
Procuring the habiliments of a rustic or "chaw-bacon,"
I hung around the place waiting for a chance to see the
master.
Feeling sure that he would turn up before long, I remained in the neighborhood, drinking ale with laborers,
listening to stories and gossip in the taproom of the Thorburn Arms Tavern, and deporting myself generally like
that benighted creature, the English peasant.
I worked some and idled more, spending many hours
chaiting with the old steward of the hall, who would not
believe that l;iis master was guilty of any wrong.
"I tellee, my mon," he would say to me, " I care na fo r
what they say, but a Thorburn never war known to do
wrong, and my master will not be the first to break the
rule."
I acquiesced in this belief, and then the old man continued:
"There is poor Miss Ethel, all he's got now that will
cling to him . I don't know what t o think, but she ,seems
to pine and grow thin, as if some sorrow was eating
her up ."
I asked what had become of the rest of the family.
"H1\gh married against his father's wishes and was cut
off; Rob went to America and was disowned for leaving
the old homestead; Hal drank himself to death and broke
his father's heart with his wild ways, his debts being
something terrible, and l\iargaret and Eleanor married
men who had nothing, and had to be supported by their
father-in-law."
"\Vasn't he extravagant himself?" I ventured to suggest, but the old man flew into a rage, and I said nothing
more about it.
1 learned, however, that my theory was correct, for
Thorburn had bought all sorts of things that he had no
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need for, hacl speculated largely, and during the last year
or so had gambled a\\"ay lnmdreds of pouncls.
His daughter Ethel, who was the only one left to him,
was well provided for out of her father's stealings, though
she knew notl1ing of it until after the crash came.
She had been educated in France, had trawled all OYer
the Continent, been furnished with an unlimited amount
of ready money, besides silks, laces, Yelvets, jewels and
:finery of all kinds, and not a ·wish of her heart was not
gratified.
Late one afternoon I saw her go clown the shatled ,rnlk
which Jed to the gates, pass· 011t and plunge into the
thicket.
Hidden behind a thick clump of bushes, I saw her meet
a man in rough garb, who gave her a letter, and then

said:
"In the crypt to-night at eleven. Remembei- !"
"And I shall see him then for the last time:''
"For the present.'?,
"It will be forever."
"No-no; he will send for you before long, and you will
be happy once more," said the other, quickly.
"No, Arthur, I cannot be happy ,l'itli the k110\\'ledge
that my 'father is a thief. You would not ha \'C the daughter of a forger and embezzler for a wife?"
'"l'here-there, my love, compose yourself. l must go
now. but remember to-night, in the cr~·pt, at eleven!" ·
'I'he next moment lier lo\'er-for sol judgecl him to be,
and subsequently learned that be was, and had di::;g ui~eJ
himself so that he could a ·sist Ethel'::; father-clisappeareil
in the woods, and I completely lost sight of him.
Ethel quickly retumed to the house, ancl J followed, turning over in my bnsy brain a plan that I haa
formed for the capture of the defaulter.
.
I succeeded in making all my arra11gcmenb1 and at ien
o'clock that night was hidden away in the crypl under lhe
chapel.
I had ofte11 gone there with old Simon, the stewarcl,
and I knew the place well.
At about eleven o'clock I heard \'Oices, and, looking up
from my place of concealment, saw the gli mmer of a lantern.
I waited for a few moments, and then; hearing the footsteps cease, I advanced to the edge of the partition behind which I was concealed, and which did not reach to
the ceiling.
I could see that the light had been set down, and then I
heard a young woman's voice speaking a glad welcome to
some one whom she seemed to kiss.
Standing on tiptoe, I , peered over t he partition, and
there by Sir Reginalcl's tomb, standing in the full light
of the lantern which had been placed on top of a stone
sarcophagus, I saw Leslie Thorburn, dressed for traveling,
with one arm about his daughter's lovely form, while she
clung fondly to him, and looked up into his eyes with a
glance of such trustfulness as almost made m e ashamed
of myself for play mg the part of a spy upon her father.
"Oh, my poor father, tell me you are not guilty "of this
crime I" I heard her saying.
"Do you believe me innocent?"
"Yes, beyond a , doubt."
"Then persist in that belief, my child," he said, hoarse-

ly, folding het to his heart, and impressing a kiss upon
th osr pale lips.
"But _if } ' OU are innocent, why clo you keep hidden?
1Yhy do you not rome boldly out and confute the slanderers?"
"Dear Ethel, appearanc-es are . trongly against me, and
I could hardly pro\'e my .complete innocence."
Herc a not her voice interposed.
'·Lesli e 'l'horburn, be a man," it said, and I recognized
it as t hat of an old woman, Ethel's former nurse a11cl constant companion. "Be a man, I say, and not a cowarcJ."
"Peace, woman !" he muttered.
" Why don't you tell her you are a thief, and ha\'c done?
She must know the truth some day, and it were better you
should tell her than strangers.''
'·Eather-fath er, what does she mean?"
"Tell her yon are guilty, and ask her pardon. Then go
a,rn.1'. if ~·0111rill, Im( don·t le,11e her to bear the :c:harnc a11
nlone."
'·\roman , you are mad!"
·· :\.nd you are a coward ! Listen to me, Ethel: Your
father love;; you 110 longer, or he \\'Onld tell yon ,\ll. Ile
dares not denr ihat your education, your clresse~. your
gold and jrwel,, ha ve all been pur('hased by money thal i;;
sta ill ccl with crimr."
'·J•'atlicr-fatlier !" ~creamed the poor g irl , wh il e 1 alrnost held my breal11, ""tell me it i · fal:sc ."·
'·\\'ouhl io gootlne~,; 1 might,'" groaued the man, in
despair, '·but I t·arrnot dec-ei\'e yon any longer. Your
father is a erjrninal. .Ethel, and, will fly from ihe t·ountry
th i:; YCJJ night; ihe ship is eren now awaiting me."'
' ·Lei me go .ll'ith you," she sobbed.
··,\ntl ,.,hare !,is ill-gotten gold?" screamed the olu woman. in horror. '·He ha;; not cren made restitution. and
does not mean to. Leslie Tuorburn, you are a black.hearted Yillain. and n d1sgrace to the famil)·, but Yon eannol deee i \'C rne. Doll ·t m_\' , on work for the men yon
rolibc-d? You ar c a thid," and intend to remain one.
Le,ne him, Ethel, for he is a Yilla in !"
Tl:c qld womnn ceased, but Ethel had not heard the
"'hole of thi long speech, haYing faintecl in her father·
arm, .
He kis,ecl her tenderly_,. and then, giYing her into the
arms or tl,e old woman, hurried away .
I harl ant icipnted this move, howel'er, and, giYing the
signal to a conplc of men I had in waiting, we rnshed
npon the defaulter, and in a moment we mT01111ded him
and macle him a prisoner.
Hr made conf;iderable resistance, hut all in vain; and,
qui ckly hurrying him away, I had him conveyed to the
nrarcst rai lway station, and took him back to London that
\'Cl'_\' ni~ht.
H e made a foll confession, and gaYe up "·hat money
still remained in his possession; but the fact that he had
intenclecl to run away without m_aking any restitution
whate,;er told against him.
Poor Ethel rccciYed a great shock, but not being reproached by her lover, who took her away to live with him,
far frorµ the scenes where she had heard of her father's
crime, she soon grew strong again, and in time ceased to
remember the terrible scenes through which she had gone
that dreadful night in the crypt.
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NEWS OF THE DAY.
t.l1c de111,rndti of theiI" snbsrrihcrs. c\ t llie game this year
the "\avy ,rill occ·upy the ~omh side of t.hc field insteacl
o[ ~he llorlh si<le. a~ they liaYc pre,·iously. .\tcording to
the lerms of an agreeme11t entered into a yl'ar ago the
X ayy tbis fall will have charge of the game. .\.s . pon~or
of the affair they ha Ye the C'hoire of seats. ')'hough the
contrac.:t en tercel· into br the Army and X an heads and
President Rarr_v X. He~npstcacl, of the Xcw York Giants,
controls the Polo Grounds, is said lo co,·er only two
who
off
came
finally
troops
States
United
the
When in 1842
vidoriou in their bloody seven years' war with the Semi- seasons, it is thought likely that ofoer future games may
noles a portion of the tribe eluded capture and fled to he played there.
the fastnesse~ of the Florida everglades, where they remained m1til the trouble had been partly forgotten by the
The secrets 01 snake-charming are much simpler than
whites. It is this remuant of the Seminole nation whose most people 'imagine. 'J'he snakes lo be handled are
members now act as venders of sou_venirs at Palm Beach. gorged with food until they become drowsy, or else the~'
.are drugged , so that their senses are dazed. Sometimes
'l'homas A. Edison has interested himself in an . inven- they are kepl in ice boxes, and the cold p11ls them in :1
tion of Orlando R. Angelillo, a sixteen-year-old West i::emitorpid eonclition. In either case the :-uakes are onh
Orange (N. ,T.) Higl1 School student. It is an instru- half al i l'e. In handling the reptile, the hancl ' m usl ,1llrays
ment by which submarines may be detected while under grasp it al certain places where the l1earl can be g-uidecl .
water. The noted inventor advised . the lad to place his and held from the body. This is the harde,,t thing lo
idea before i.he Naval Consulting Board. If this country learn, but, like eYerything else, it comes with pradise.
cloes not take ad vantage of his invention, Angelillo pro- Hy rlint of cle.xi:erity and strength, 1.hc snake is easily
poses placing it before the British Gove~·nment.
passed from one hand to i.11e othe1:, ·a nd is allcmecl lo eoil
about the body. The snake charmer, how~Yer,' mn,-t always
it is
W. C. Robinsqn, a well-known aviator and inventor, was be on the alert. When th e snake becomes too liYelY,
the
ith
.
\\'
reptile
a
handling
In_
box.
ice
the
in
back
put
killed in a fall near Ewart, Iowa. He left Grinnel, 'Iowa,
the
on
strain
the
as
strength,
great
requires
one
in
fangs
telling his friends he would try for an altitude record and
The
wanted to test a new stabilizing device he had been work- ~~·. tem <luring the performance is Yen· eonsi<lerable.
'l'herc
accurate.
and
p;reci,;e
be
must
movements
nml
grasp
the
said
Ewart
from
Reports
here.
iug on at his factory
of t he
maehine was demolished, and the indications were that is no room £or hesitancy or uncerfaintv. Most
poisoning
a
far
so
harmless,
arc
however,
handled,
:makes
Robinson died as the result of an engine explosion rather
than from the effects of the fall . Robinson held the is concerned.
American record for a continuous flight.
Yanadium ore has been found at Libby, Mont., under
A high-grad e resin, golden yellow and firm, and in sol- cl1tirely new conditions-that is, in rock that was never
ubility resembling Dammar resin, has been extracted known to carry vanadium before. A prospector who is defrom samples of dried desert cactus sent to the University veloping what ·is known locally as the Rainy Creek group
of Washington chemistry department from the Southwest. 0£ copper claim~ encountered a very tough rock that he
It was there that the discovery of how to extract resi.n could not break or give a name until geologists of the
fr0m wood by using ammonia as a solvent was discovered. T;niled States Oeological Smvey visited the claims and
.\mmonia, howeYer, would not dissolve the resin in cac- took samples of the rock to Washington, analyzed them,
tus, .so Prof. H. K. Benson started a search for another and. found they contained about 4 per cent. vanadium, as
soh-ent and found that denatured alcohol was the best. ll'ell as other minerals. A geologist from ' Essen, Germany,
The yield wa~ about 20 per cent., and the cost will be less made a thorough test of the ore and reported assays from
than that 01 extracting it from wood, a" nearly all the al- .H to 7.07 per cent. metallic Yanadium. 'rhe 7.07 per
cohol can be recoYered.
Gent. was fro111 a sulphide ore not noticed or probably not
seen by the American geologists. The ore oecurs 'along
The decision that the Army-Navy football game is to· both the foot and hanging walls· :of each of sixteen differ:..
be pla~·ecl this year at the Polo Grounds in X ew Y 01·k ent YeillS on tbe claims, and is from 8 inches to 3 feet
City wa;. reached at a meeting of the Army and Xavy 1ri<l t> . The oxide ore is a brownish black and the sulphide
committee:=: held at the Biltmore Hotel in New York City is silver white in color. The ore is abundant and someon Feb. 23. As West Point'has the choice in 1!)17 the times appears in the cop'per ores as well as in the country
gam e that year will al o undoubtedly be played at the rock or general formation. The claims are located in the
~mm, pl:il'C. 'J'he ehief object of both instih1tiom i:-: 1o g,e t foothills of- the Cabuet 11fountains, about two and a half
a, many fr·kets as they can, so as far as possible, to sati~fy miles from the Great ~ orthcrn railroad.

'rhe Hev. H. P .. Holm made signs witq his lurncls reerntly wl1en he performed a marriage ceremony between
:.\Iiss Fern Jamison, daughter of a cattleman of Oakville,
lowa, and Edgar Mni.her. of Abingdo11 Ill. The two are
mutes. The minister, who already speaks four languages,
added the fifth to his Ji:.,t 01 accomplishments in fom days
for this ocrasio11.
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INTERESTING ARTICLES

Il1U1'ES ~L\KE 'l'IRES.
Sixty deaf mutes are employed by a tire and rubber
manufacturing rompany at Akron, Ohio. It is the policy
of this eslablislimcnt to employ all deaf mules who apply
for positions who arc strong, willing to work anc1 wl10
have good eyes. They l:aYe prornd to be cfficic:ilt workers
and arc often plar'ed in responsible positions.
THIRTEF}X X .A'l'IOXS XO\V L. WAR.
Portugal is the thirteenth nation to be drawn into the
worlc1 war. The otl1crs nre England, Russia, France,
Italy, Japan, Servia, Montenegro, Belgium, Germany,
Austria-Hungary, Turkey and Bulgaria. 1'he war
strength of the Porluguese f?rpublic is 100,000 men. The
stre11gth of the Portugurs(' military e;:;tablishment in time
of peare is 30,000 men. The Portuguese naYy ronb1ins
one old battleship, fin) protcc-tcrl crui, ers, four torpedoboats and a, YarictY of old hpe gunboats . Owing to her
n avy being bottled up there is no exposed spot where Germany cab strike at Portugal.

TEW BA'I' FOR BU"N"TING.
A ~ailor on hoarc1 the l:nitcd States battleship Mississippi has imented an improYer1 bn~eball bat. Any boy
may apply the new (lcvitc to :rn olr1 bat' as ,rel!, as the
process consists in c:utting slots in the thick encl of the
bat, inserting ,:h-ip, of rnmc :rnC'h stiff mntcrial as cardboard. and fn~tcl!ing tlieoc Y,ith a peg driYcn at right
angles thron!):h them. 'fhi; but iK especially designed for
bunting, for when the ball is struck ,Yith the faces of the
strips presented to it, the blow is lessened . When the
edges of the ships are used in striking the hall, the reaction is sub,tantial1y the same as when an on1inar_v bat is
used.
PH0F1T8 IL\ISC'l"(l APPl1ES.
l\nyer wrrl' r!il' po~sibiliiie,; of apple-growing bdter
demnrndrald in Xorl l1wr~t _\_rkanf.as th11n on th e farmi'
owned by iLe };:e:tl t fomilic~ n(•ar Iliwasse, a few miles
east of Sulphur Springs. Ark .
Coming hrrc from Oklahoma twenty-three years ago,
t he Keith fumily purchased raw timber land for a few
dollars an ac·rc ancl began clearing and planting it to apple
trees. \\'hen 1he 1recs c-ume into b<'aring the profits from
the fruit ,rcrr put ba ·k into more orchard ln11d, until now
they po~,,8;:;~ 300 acres . 2,0 of whidt is set to fruit trees.
Of the 20;1 cars of apples shipped during the great apple
year of 1 !)11 from 1-Ii\\(assc, 103 c-ame from these orcl1ards.
La t vear when lhe c:rop was Ernall only fifty cars were
shipp~d from this point, but of this number the Keiths
shipped forty-five. Of their fancy apple crop 4,000 barrels
11rc being kept iP colJ storage i.n J!'ort $mi.th awaiting better prices. .-\s an example of the return on the apple crop
$7,000 worth of apples were tnken from 1::igtty acres of
t heir orchard du ring 1914 at a total expense ·of $ 1,500.

SWALLO\VED A FOR'rUNE.
Thirty years ago I was on my way home on board a
~orwegian vessel from South Africa with orie of my
friends, Monsieur Jacquin. The vessel wont down, and t he
two of us saved our lives by clinging to a barr el. I h ad
ave<l a little metal box, containing $160,000 worth of
diamonds.
'l'he shipwreck hacl taken place at night, and I h ad
nothing on but a night shirt, so I was obliged to keep my
box of diamonds underneath one arm.
They represented my whole fortune, and I had been
twe!Ye years collecting them. I suddenly thought of a
way of .aving them. My arm~ were getting very tired,
and T knew that I should lrnYe to drop the box presently.
T re, ol,·ecl to swallow the ,:tones one by one. They might
kill mr. I thought, but the risk was worth taking. I
climbed upon ihe barrel, sat astride of it, ancl swallowed
them. A I s,rnllowcd the lasl one, my poor friend Jacquin lost hi:;; hold and was drowned.
A few hours aftenrnrc1 T ,ms picked up by a Dutch ves.el, wl1ich brought me back to Europe. I was fearfully
ill, but my life was pre~ened, and the week after my arl'iva! an operation, which succeeded pcrfoctly, restored
;!;Li,3,500 of m~· forhrnc.

H.ATDED .\ CO XTERFEJTEH.
l<'c•cler:il offic·ers rnp1 nre:d in the bu~ine~s srd ion of
ProYickn<'e, n. T., 1riml 1..hcv ~av is one of 1he most complrtr c·om1tc>rfri1..ing establislmwnts they hnYe ever seen.
L\irkor, Drrclcrian, aliu~ K. Gregory, alleged to be the
nroprietor, wns nnestecl. Through a. prearranged plan
nited State~ :i\lnr~hnl John J . Richards and lwo insprctors cntercll the building at Edcly and Pine streets by
two r11trnnccs, breaking llowu the cloors. Thy ~ay they
raught Dcnleri.m at work at his bench making counterEcit Tmki,-h gold lirns, n <·oin \\·h ich resem bles the Uniter1
State~ $.i gold pieC'r. As 1..he oflic·ers cla,,h ed into the room
DNdcrian i'llat<·hed ~C'Ycra1 of the coi ns out of their die;,
:rncl hurled ihcm into a pile of debris. 11c tried lo flee,
but was quickly harnlc·11ffcd. 111 all, the offic:ers got fifteen
of tlte gold piece:.
'l'he building in which the plant was operated is occupied almost entirely by manufacturing jeweler . The Secret Sen-ice men say Derderian fl.rut came- to their atten tion seYeral years ago, About Hix: week ago, they declare,
he appeared in Pl'Ovit1encc and hired the shop which occupies nearly one-half of the top floor of the building u n der the firm name o.r the Eagle Stamping Company.
Later on W . ,T. Flynn, Chief of the GoYernment Secret
Service, obtained information which led him to belieYc
D0rclcr ian was makil1g bogus coins. The Boston br ancl1
of the department watched the plant. A forge, milling
macbine, press and dies were found . The officers sav the
coins, in.stead of being cast, ,vere minted and were b;autifu ll y finished .

TAKE NOTICE!

THE NOMATCH LIGHTER
'PRICE
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CAN BE USED AS A CANDLE, TORCH OR LAMP,
RECOMMENDED TO THE THEATRICAL
PROfESSl~N AS A MAKE•UP LAMP.
VALUABLE IN HOME, OfFICE, OR STUDY.
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Itch P owder. Bombs and Cacboo
cannot be sent by mail. Only orders
for these good.a amounting to one dollar will be accepted, as delivery will
have to be made by express.
CHANGING MONEY TRICK BOX.
With 'thl1 trick box you can
make money change, from •
Penny Into a dime or Yioe versa.
Alao make dimes appear and di••
appear at your command. Price,
lOc. each by mau. po1tpald.

A light i1 produced by pressing a key at the right, as
shown in the Illustration. Releuc the key and the
light i1 automatically extinguished.

H. Jf . LANG.
1815 Centre St.• B 'klyn, N. Y.

Absolutely Positive in Operation
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There i1 a quick, detachable uh receiver at the basc,uy to clean, and which prevents spilling.

fit ~
Q

Try a Lighter for 30 Days
If it i1 not aatiafactory, return it, and we will cheerfully refund your money.
To snen of trading stamps and coupons : A N omatch
Lighter can be redeemed for the following coupons or
trading atam pa :
·

SPERRY & HUTCHINSON
500 stamps
UNITED CIOAR STORE
500 coupons or 100 certificates
SCHULTE CIOAR STORE
500 coupons or 100 certificates
Remit by express or poot monoy order.
Currency can be sent by registered mail.

The Nomatch ftlanufacturiog Co.
271 Broadway, New York City, New York

ROUGH RIDEB DISC PISTOLS.

2~

Me.de ot nlcel:r colored wood
Inches
Ions.
The 5¼
power
!~
furnished by rubber
band•.
Ton dl1c1 of
cardboard with each
pistol, Price, Cle. each,
po1tpe.ld.
H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.
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IIIYSTERIOUS '.PLATJ!l ~IFTER.
wlrhad'liu1~,t on,,ne on7b~~~
and lnflator at other.
Place It under a table
1
an~ni~~b
u,nderneath, object riaes
myaterlously;
40
Ina.
long. Price, ~5c., postpaid.
WOLFF NOVE L'.l'Y CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

~~=:~·

f. 8j,tiess!~

INDIAN FINGER TRAP.
A couple can be jolnell
~ together and their atrug•
, ·

gl e to be released only
make s matters worse. It
will h old them as tight
as a rat-trap, and the more they try to pull
away, the tighte r It grip,. Our traps are
extra long.
Price, 10c. ea.ch; 3 tor 250. b)'
111all, po1tpald.
C. BEHR, 150 W . 62d St., New York Cit:,.

E WANT YOU
TO READ
II

.

''Mo 1ng Picture
Stories''
..

AWeekly Magazine devoted to Photoplays and Players

.

Absolutely the finest little publication ID tbe news-stlllds

PRICE 5 CENTS A COPY - .
ISSUED EVERY FRIDAY
BEAUTIFUL COLORED COVER DEStCNS
New portrait• of aotors and actresses every week

THIRTY-TWO PAGES
FINE HALF•TONE FRONTISPIECES
Get a copy of this weekly magazine and see what It le

EVERY NUMBER CONTAINS

Sl.x Grlpping Stories. based on the latest and best fillllS, each profusely illustrated with flne halt-tonea of scenes in the
plays.
Photographs and Biographies of the most celebrated Photoplay actors and actresses.
Special Articles relating to Moving Pictures, wrltten by the greatest authorities 1n the ftlm busl.ness.
News Notes from the etudlos about the doings ot everybody of prominence connected with the Photoplays.
Scenario Hints and the name~ of all the companies who may buy the plays you write.
Poems, Jingles, Jests and every bright feature calculated to interest both young and old.
GET A COPY NOW from 7our newsdealer, or send us 5 cents in money or postage stamps, and we will mul
you the la.test number illsue4.

'"MOVINC PICTURE STORIES," Inc.
168 West 23d Street

New York

N9549

"W'EST.
-

LAT E ST IS SUES-

l'.oung ' ';lid Wesc·s Election: or,
67-!

67;:j

676

677
678
679
680

692 Young Wild West's Wh irlwind Ri d ers: or, C h asing the Border

~layor at Twenty.
\oung \ \ !Id West and the Catt le 'fhie,·es: or. Rreakin" up "
. "Bacl Gang."
~
\oung 11: 11d \\:est:s :l_,las<"ot: or, The Dog That Wanted a ~last,, ,Y,o u ng \'.lid \\,est s Ch a ll enge: or, A Combination Hard to Bear
Yo~ng \\ 1111 \\ est and the R anch Queen: or Hound ing up t h e
. Cattle Ropers.
Yo unn~ • \mYiel.cl \\' est's Pony 1'xpress: or, Getting the Mail T h ro ugh
0 11
Young Wild West on the Big Divide: or. T h e Haid ~r t h e
Renegades.
Young W il d West's ~1illion In Gold: o ,·. The Boss Boy (If Boulder.
Yor~~;t ~-~~t West Runniug the Oauntlet: or. The Pawnee ChiPf's
A

681 You Ilg \\'1ld \\'est and the Cowboys: o,-. A !lot Tim e uo the
l,rai rie.
682 Yo~~~ki~Hd \Yest·s

R ough

Riders:

or.

The

i{{)Se bud

of

686
687
688
68!\
600

6!.ll

fi!\-! Yo\ing ,Y ild West in the Shadow of Death; or, Saved by a Red
:\lan·s Builet.

(i!l~, Young Wild West and the Arizona Roomers; or, The "Bad :\len"

of Rnllet Bar.
G!l\; Young 'Wild \Vest After the

!aim-J umpe r s; or, Taming a Tough

Tow n.

GD7
i;:i:-

6!l!l

;oo

the . 701

683 Young Wild West' s Dash for Life: or, A Hide Tha, :;a ved a Town.
684 Young W ild W est's Big i'an Out: or, The ll~ttle for a Silver
685

Thugs.

6!):{ Young Wild \\'est and the Danltes: or. Arietta's Oreat Peril

,oi

Mine.
)
Young Wil d West and the ('harmed AtTow: .or. '!'he White Lily 71 :{
of the Kiowas.
Young Wil d West's Grea t Round Up: or. Corral in;: the Ranch ill -I
Raiders.
Young Wild West's Rifle Bangers: or, Trailing a Bandit K ing.
You ng W Ii d West and the Russian Duke : or. A Livelv Time, on
Mountain and rlain.
·
Yo u ng Wi ld \\·est on the Rio Grnnde: ur. Trappln;:' thp ~fe:tica n
Coiners.
·
You ng W Iid West and Sitting Rull: or. ::iavlnl? a Troop or C:ivairy.
Yo~!hfe:;~_1 a ·west and the Texas Trallel'S: or. Roping in the Horse

Young Wild W est and the Prairie Pearl : o r , The Mystery of :So
Man·s Rau~h.
Young WIid \\·est on a Crooked Trail; or; Lost o n the Alkali
Desert.
Young WIid West and the Broken Bowie; or. The Outlaw of
Ye llow Fork.
·
Young Wild \Yest·s Ronning Fight: or, Trapping the Reds and
Renegades.
Young Wild West and His Deadshot Band : or. 'l'he Smugglers
of 1h e Canadian Border.
Young \\'iid West's Rlind Ride: or. The 'l'reasnre Trove of the
Yellowston e.
Young WIid \\'est and the Yigilantes; 01·, Thinning Out a Hard
('rowel.
Young \\'iid W est on a (' ri11.1son Trail: or. Arietta Among the
Ap:wh es.

For sa le by all newsdealers. or will be snnt t,, any a ddn•ss qn rec.eipt of pri ce. 5 cents per cop_y, in money or postage stamps.
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168 West 23d St., N . Y.

FRANK TOUSEY. Publisher,

IF YOU WANT ANY 'BACK NUN'BER.S
<·a11not pro<·nre them frrun ne"·!c;de:1.Iers. tile.,· c-:tn l,e obtained from thi;a office direct. \Y rire out and fill ill
your Orde r ,1ntl ~en ,l it to 11~ with tlJe price of th" n·eeklies :;ou w:int and \Ye will send them to you by returu mail. PORT·
AGE STA~fPS TAKEK THE R.urn AS ~fO:siRY .
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168 West 23d St. , N. Y.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,
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:-.·o. ,.
NAPOLEON'S ORACULUI\I AND
Ol tEAM BOOK.-Containing th~ great orac1e
if human destiny; also the true meaning of
t!.11110s1 21ny kind of dreams. toget!her with
(·lia.rms, ee1·en1onles. and curious ga1nes ot
cards.
'No. :! . J-10 \ \' TO DO TRICKS.-T he great
l.li,ok of inagic and card tricks, containing full
;ustruction on all the leading card tricks of
the day , also the most popular magical illuslons as perro1·med by our leading magicians;
,wry boy should obtain a copy of this book.
~o. 3.
110 \ V 1'0 F T.IR-T.-The arts and
,,·Hes or flirtation are fully explained by this
Jlt t:e book. Besides the various methods of
handkerchief, fan, g·lo\·e. parasol. window and
hat flirtation, it conta ins a full list of the
language and sentiment of flowers.
!•;o. 4. JI O\V 'l'O DANCE is the title of
this little book. It contains full instructions
i11 lhe art or dancing, etiquette in the ball,oon, and at parties, how to dress, and full
~~;;~!~na f~r calling off ·i n all popular square
Ko. (i. HOW '.1'0 :UAKE LO'\' E.-A complote guide to love, courtship and marriage,
Jdvlng sensible advice, rules and etiquette to
be ob:3erved, with n 1 any curious and interestmg thing~ not generally
known .
No. 6. H OW TO BECO~I E AN ATH LETE.
-Giving full Instruction for the use of dumb·
!Jells. Jndian clubs. parallel bars, horizontal
lJars and various other met hods of developing
~li~ir<;:ti~~!'. th Y muscle; contain ing over sixty
Xo. 7.
H OW TO Kl<:E P BIHDS.-Hand·
1 11
~1~!r~:~a~~?nii~t:~ii)~faf~/~tin~;
ca.nary,
1nockingbird,
bobolink,
hlackblrd,
parQquet, parrot. e tc.
:So. H. H0\\7 rro B ECO, t E A YE~1'RI LO(lUJS'l'. -By Harry Kennedy.
E,·ery intelll~e~1s\~;.o,r h~e~~.!~gaJ~i~r~~~: iiyin:1~~i~ito~1 7~~
for !dm::.etr and friencl,s.
It is the greatest
bool, ever published.
N o . 10. . H O\\' TO B OX.-The art of selfd efen•e made ea~.vContaining over thlrly
Ulusnatlons of gua1·ds, blows, and the Uiffere nt poliiitions of a good boxer.
Every boy
ahould obtain one or these useful and instructive books, ns it will t each you how to box
w ithout an i11stn1ctor.
:So. 11. HOW T O WRl 'l'F. L O VE-LE'l"l'J<:;R S.
1
1
dii~~~l~~~
~?e0-~~ttii~s~t~~~n~Y~~~
1~
0
t o use them.
giving specimen letters ror
y o~ll!, f~ld
'L'U WHI T ~: I. ETT ER S TO
L .t \ 1t i1<:s:=-ci\"ing corni,1,.,.te instru c tions for
l\Titing lettel's to ladies on all snbiects; also
letiers or inrro<ltH:tion. not es aud rt:'quests.
.:\u . l :L
11 0 \Y T O no IT : OR . R OO I{ 01"

~?~~; fo!-

~.A.1'1":J:>

one that every young ma.n desires to know all
about. There's happine. s in It.
No. 14. HOW TO 1\IAICB CANDY.-A complete hand-book for tna.!dng all Jdnds cf
candy, ice-cream. syrups. PS~ences. et<'., f>tC.
No. 18. HOW TO B~:COlfE BF.A(' Tll-TL.
-One of the brightest and most valuable
UttJe books ever given to the world. Everybody wishes to know how to· become beautlrul, both male and female.
The secret . is
simple. and almost costless.
No. 20. HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVEN JNG t>ARTY.-A comp lete compendium of
games, sports. card diversions, con1 ic recitations, etc., suitable for parlor or drawingroom entertainment.
It contains 1nore for
the money than any book publfshed.
No. 21. JlOW TO HUNT AND F'JS H .--The
most complete hunting and fishing guide ever
published. It contains full instructions abo ut
guns. hunting dogs, traps, trapping and fishing, together with descrJption of game and
fish.

No. 22. HOW TO DO SECOND SI G H T .-Heller's second sight explained by his fonner
assistant, Fred Hunt, Jr. Explaining how the
secret dialogues were carried on between the
magician and the boy on the sta.ge; also glvIng all the codes and signals.
No. 23. H O'\V TO J<:;X l'LAl N OREA~I S.-This little book gives the explanation to all
~~~~~k;r dad;:.ams, toget her with 'ucky and
No. 24. H O\V TO W RITE LET'l'EltS TO
~~fi~;~~l~~~tl~~~n~n~n;II {~~bjd~~~tions ~or

<~ri~1i~~Jt~

Co~~..1~1ngn?uTI' Tn'!t~~ft~t!Er!
gymnastic sports a.nd athletic excrl'ises.'. Em~~;~ct·\fcJ~~~V~.~flve iJluS t ratlons. Uy ProfP.ssor
N o . 26. ROW '1'0 now. SAU , AND ' BU I LD
A B OA'l'.-FuHy illustrated. Full instructions
·are given in th is little 1.)ook, toge th er wi th inslructions on swimming and i·id ing, companion
sports to boating.
N o. 27. H OW TO RECITE ,\ :\'JJ B OO'K Ol"
R ltJCITATJO NS.-Containing- 1 he moS t popular
selections In us.e. comprisln~ DutC'h dialect,
French dialect, Ynnkee and Irish dialect
pieces, together with 1nany standard readings.
No. 28.
J-lOW TO TE I.I. F OR 'IT:-IES.Everyone ls deSir{)llS of knowing what his
~~~tu~~s!~:;, '~~~a~\~n~rro;·~~er~~~etl\~~uh~~~int~~~
by a glance at this little book.
8uy one and
he:s~~ll2t ~-r i·w TO B EC O~rn A :-i 1:-i\' E~ TOR .
--Every boy should know how Inventions OTiginated. This book explains lhem all. gi\"ingexa 1n'pl es in electricity. hydra11ll c;s. magneti~, 11 • optirs. pnPumatlcs. m ec hanies. e tc.
E TJ(1ll ti;'J''l'li~.---!t !s a grt'nt tir" !-l•·(T('t. onrl
~ o. ~o . l~O\l' T O CO OK .-O n e of the n1ost
F or sale bv illl n~ws<lealers, or will 1,,. sent to any address on receipt of price , 10 cts. per copy, or

\~~ P,~~\1 :tlf

Wbw

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher ,

::.B<><>~S

I Itinstructive
books on cooking ever published.
contains recipes for cooking m~ats . tlsh.

ga1ne, and oysters; also pies. puddings. rakes
and all kinds of pastry. and a grand <' 1 )\\ection of recipes.
No. 31. HOW 1'0 B1':('O11F. A SPF..UU:R.
-Containing fourteen illustrations. givin~ the
different positions requisite to bPcome a good
speaker, reader and elocutionist.
Also containlng ge1ns from all the popular authors of
prose and poetry.
No. 32.
HOW TO H I U I•: A BICYCLB.Containing instructions for beginners, choice
of a machine, hint on training, etc. A c·om plete book. Full of practical illustration!--.
Xo. 3:-\. H O \ l ' " TO \>LAY GA :'\I ES.-A (·nm pl ete an<l usPfu\ · little book. containing the
rules an,1 regulations o{ bllllarus. bai::atelle.
hac:kc-ammon. croquet, dominoes. etc.
No: :16. now '1'0 SOLVE CONUNDRU~IS.
-Containing all the leading conundrums of
the day, amusing riddl e s. curious catches and
witty sayings.
·
'
No . 38. HOW TO B ECOME YOUR OW :S
DOCTOR.-A wonderful book, containing useful and practical tnfor·matlon in the treatment
of ordinary diseases and ailments common to
every ff,l.miJy. Abounding In useful and e rcective recipes for general C{)mplalnts.
No. 39. H O\V T O ltAJ SF. D OGS, POC:J .TR'\'.
P I GJ<jONS AND RABBI TS.-.<\ useful and instr~~~ilO. buot'il• ¥ong1siit~YA~lns[:i~<!i.RA P S
-Including hh,ts on how to catch moles.
;;!set';· c':i~t;r;k';~~s, s8i~Y~~ls~/~~u~:::~~~d. Also

No. 41. T R F, BOYS OF NKW rn 1rn: Fj:-il)
:MEN'S J OKE BOOK .-Containing a great variet-y of the latest jokes used by the most
famous end men .
No amateur minstrPl s is
CONTI;op.let:-2.wit~r,',;., t B
h ll>v~ongF·fu~~~~le \'~~~
StJiTi\f~ .., SPEAK E n .-containing a ,·ari<'<l assortment of stump speeches. Negro. Dutch ancl
Irish. Also end men's jokes. Just the thing
for ho1ne amusement and amateur shows.
No. 43. HOW T O B ECOME A MAGICIAN.
-Containing the grandest assortment of rp.agical illusions ever pla ced before th ef pu'IUc.
Also tricks with cards. incantations. etc.
No. 44.
HO\V 'l'O '\ \7RIT E J:Nj AX ALB UI\J.-A grand collection or Albbm Ver~e•
suitable for any time and occasion: e mbraclng Lines of Love. A,ffeetion. Sentiment. Hu- \
~:~~8b1~e~~;c\,a1!~~in~s°~dnodr-w:~a~:~. ~-.~r~e ·
:So. 45. T H E BO YS OF NEW YORI, ,11 ;:-STR E I... G l "lDll: AN D ,JOKE BOOK .- S,'lmething new and v ery Instructive.
E\·er:v hoy
should obtain this book. as it contaiqs i'uli
insLructions for organizing a n amateul' minstrel troupe.
3 for 25 cts., in money or postage stamps, b7

168 West 23di St. , N. Y.

